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INTRODUCTION 

The idea of restorative justice, regardless of the wide diversity of its actual implementation, can 

be described as a method in which we deal with offences using the knowledge, wisdom and 

involvement of victims, offenders and community, to reconcile or restore the parties to previous 

ro crime conditions. The results of such a process should include parts or al1 of the following: 

+ restoration of harmony, 

repair of damage, physical and psychological(to some extent) 

+ re-integration of the offender 

Justice in Canada has become a system that is increasingly institutionalized, bureaucratized and 

less persona1 than it was previously. This has resulted in the words victim and community king 

dropped from mainstream justice and replaced with the word "the state". In this realm of justice 

an adversarial system has taken command of determinhg right from wrong, and in the process 

removed it from the hands of those most affected and placed it in the hands of a legal system 

that speaks of punishment, and retribution without any concem for restoration or reconciliation. 

In 1984 Canada introduced restorative justice through the Young Offenders Act, identifying it as 

alternative justice for young persons charged with offences. This invoduction of a reconciliation 

process was unheard of in mainstream justice, although it had been practiced in Aboriginal 

communities for centuries and seen in European and non-Western society in earlier times. As 

this process became more accepted we saw the advent of restorative justice into mainstream 

society dealing with adult offenders as well as the previously accepted youth matters. 

Restorative justice is a set of principles that guide a society, community, and social agencies in 
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dealing with crime in a restorative manner rather than a reuibutive manner. In restorative justice 

there is opportunity for the involvement of victims and offenders (including their respective 

community and family members) in a problem solving approach that looks at the reasons for 

crime, finding solutions based on those reasons and not the result of the crime alone. 

Restorative Justice 

In restorative justice, the offender is involved in a shaming, process by which a person is made 

to accept responsibility for their actions and be subjected to discussion surrounding the actions 

and effect of those actions on the victim. The offender takes full responsibility for their actions 

that have caused the h m .  This process shows accountability and a willingness to be answerable 

to the victim and community. The shaming is done in a re-integrative way in a caring and 

supportive context, allowing the parties to work iogether in a collaborative manner, not seen in 

the mainstrearn adversarial justice system. 

The proponents of restorative justice believe this approach to be more fair, satisfying, efficient 

and effective than the conventional, court-based, and adversarial approach to justice. The 

difficulty in this is that there hasn't been a real client based analysis done to justify these 

opinions. There are also senous flaws identified in the recidivism rate information that has been 

gathered previously. 

This new (albeit ancient) way of dealing with offenders in the criminal justice system seems to 

have the feelings, beliefs and values of the parties involved as the foundation for an improved 

and more accountable justice system. The process of restorative justice is meant to be 

inclusionary and overall more satisfactory for al1 panies involved. 
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To consider the maintenance of the prograrns in the Yukon, and the expansion of the specific 

and further programs throughout the Yukon it is necessary that the RCMP and Justice officiais 

overall, perform longitudinal research on restorative justice, using a compare and contrast style, 

between mainstream justice and restorative justice. It is necessary that in doing this we utilize 

direct satisfaction as the rneasunng tool, and consider the comparative recidivism at the same 

iime. Such research should identify any concems of the affected parties and allow the RCMP 

and Justice officials and cornmittees to make recomrnendations to assist in the expansion and 

edification of the process. 



WKON RESTORATIVE JUSTICE 

Introduction 

In considering the rationale behina the movement toward new foms of justice, the work that has 

been done in the Yukon and those who are involved in the development of this justice system 

provides a case example. Communities which can see that mainstream justice is not satisfying 

their needs or the needs of victims and offenders drive the restorative justice movement in the 

Yukon. Recidivism rates within mainstream justice reach into the eightieth percentile, in some 

studies, so it is difficult for a 20% success rate to be considered a success. As a result, Yukoners 

and communities overall have decided that there must be a better way to deal with crime and 

criminals and have made the necessary moves to implement such a change. 

The RCMP in the Yukon has agreed that the movement frorn mainstream justice into a system 

that has reconciliation and restoration at its core is fundamental to a more appropriate system of 

justice from most crimes and criminals. The RCMP has hosied information sharing sessions 

between the RCMP detachrnents and the comrnunity justice projects (where they exist) and 

community partners (where no project cumntly exists). These sessions have been extremely 

well received and have provided an excellent opportunity to highlight partnerships between the 

RCMP detachments and current community justice projects and to share information on 

innovative initiatives. The detachment representative and the Justice Coordinator representing 

the Temtorial Government Department of Justice made each community presentation jointly. 

Community involvement within each project or alternative justice process appears to be 

essentiai to the success of that process. This will be discussed M e r  in the data collection 

segment of this paper 
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The Yukon Government's Strategy on Restorative Justice 

in December 1998 the former Yukon Minister of Justice, the Honorable Lois Moorcroft, tabled a 

draft discussion paper on restorative justice in the Yukon as pari of the govemment's goal of 

fostering safe and healthy cornmunities. To foçus the consultation process, the draft restorative 

justice in Yukon paper and information pamphlets highiighted a number of issues and questions 

dealing with correctional reform, crime prevention, policing policy, victim services and 

cornmunity and aboriginal justice projects. 

In May and June of 1999, senior Justice and RCMP officials of the Yukon conducted a tour of 

the Yukon to hear what the people had to Say about future direction for justice in the tenitory. 

The inient of this consultation process was to solicit the widest possible range of views about 

how to make our justice system more open and more responsive to the needs of Yukon people 

and to make better use of existing justice processes and resources. The commenis received 

during these hearings were included in a report on the public consultations. Copies of the public 

consultation repons were sent to meeting participants, affected organizations and were made 

available to the general public. The intent of this phase of the consultation was to seek the views 

of municipal and First Nation govemments, community justice cornmittees, the legal profession, 

the judiciary, the RCMP, non-govemment organizations, departmental staff, affected federal and 

temtorial govemment depanments and others with a special interest in this subject. (Discussions 

with Yukon Depanment of Justice officials) 



The RCMP and the Yukon Department of Justice have worked coilaboratively to develop a 

standard of conflict management for criminal cases that could foster better relationshipç in 

communities and reduce crime stats. This is seen in the program development as the p m p s  

that are in place are fine-tuned and new programs developed where the community is ready and 

willing to iurther their efforts. 

An in-depth analysis of restorative justice in the Yukon andlor the affirmation of present 

programs were needed. This would identify the main areas of interest, recidivism rates and client 

satisfaction that the community, sociai aagencies, justice officiais and police need to identify 

where the restorative justice pmcess will go. 

In this project, 1 have reviewed the types of restorative justice k ing utilized in the Yukon 

Temtory, and utilizing the two measuring tools that are most often considered, recidivism and 

client satisfaction, can make concrete statements about restorative justice. This evaluation 

includes the use of statistics gathered from the RCMP and the restorative justice cornmittees, 

and client satisfaction surveys from communities in the Yukon including Whitehorse, Watson 

Lake, Haines Junciion, and Carcross. 



In this project I have utilized a number of methods to compare restorative justice with 

mainstream justice. The methods used include: 

Client satisfaction surveys conducted with witnesses, victims and offenders involved in 

restorative justice initiatives. The client satisfaction survey has been developed and is 

attached as an appendix for review. The RCMP and the ethical review committee of Royal 

Roads University for use in this project have approved it. Discussions relating to this survey 

document has also been had with the Yukon Territorial Department of Justice, Teslin 

T'linget Council First Nation, Carcross-Tagish First Nation, and Council of Yukon First 

Nations, whom have recomrnended that they be completed by their constituents. Although 

rnany of the noted agencies had concems about the use of such statistics, they ali agreed with 

the need for increased knowledge and further analysis of progams. 

Collection of data normally identified to Statistics Canada ihrough data collection by RCMP 

Detachments at the target communities. This data has been utilized in comparing pre and 

post restorative justice statistics to give the reader an understanding of the recidivism rates of 

the offenders. 1 have utilized over 150 cases in this project for cornparison and as you will 

see in the data analysis segment looked at young offenders and adults in this analysis. In the 

adult cases I have taken 75 high-risk aduIt offender cases and compared their pre-restorative 

justice criminal activities to their pst-restorative justice criminai activity. This will give us 



an opportunity to see what offences the offender was charged widi for a five-year p e n d  

before and after the process as most of the subjects were subjected to the restorative justice 

process in 1994-95. Whether or not they re-offended is one measuring tool, but as important 

is the type of offence committed after the restorative justice process, and this is also part of 

the analysis. 1 have also looked at a similar nurnber of moderate and low risk adults and 

compared their recidivism rates. 

In this study 1 have compared mainstream and restorative justice and have also consider the 

following areas that have or may have had an impact on justice in society: 

how the removal of community involvement, in criminal matters, has affected justice and 

resulted in the present day mainstream justice system; 

the history of justice and policing in Canada and more specifically in the Yukon, which has 

resulted in the development of the present systems; and 

a comparison between restorative justice and mainstream justice which will focus on the 

effects mainstream justice has on community involvement and what the effects restorative 

justice will and is having on that process. 

1 have focused my data collection on recidivism raies and client satisfaction. My data in relation 

to recidivism rates acts as a precursor to the issue of client satisfaction. 

1 offer concrete evidence to the hypothesis that "restorative justice increases client satisfaction", 

and reduce recidivism of offenders, based on the data collection methods used. 1 make a number 

of rcco~mendations and affirm prezenr acti\ti!ies !ha1 are k i n g  tâken by Deparunent of Justice, 

the police and communities 10 improve restorative justice in the Yukon. 
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REVIEW OF THE LAW 

To better understand where Canadian law has denved its roots from it is necessary to understand 

how we developed and expanded our legal system and laws moving toward what we have today. 

1 will begin by presenting a shon history of law in Canada, up to 1867, as written by Lloyd 

Duhaime and reprinted with his permission: Lloyd Duhaime, is a Victoria, British Columbia 

lawyer and author of Hear! Hear! 125 Years of Debate in Canada's House of Commons. Hear! 

Hear! is published by Stoddart Publishers, Toronto, Canada. 

Canadian Law: A History Short Titles to 1867 

First Residents (8,000 BC) 

The first residents of what is now Canada arrived over the Bering Strait. The watenvay between 

present-day Russia and Alaska was frozen over ai the time. When the last Ice Age ended the 

nomads from Eurasia were forced to stay and gradually made their way over the entire continent. 

By 8000 BC, most paris of southem Canada had been occupied by "Indians." 

Vikings arrived from Europe in 1000 BC and set up temporary settlements in Labrador. By this 

time, there are about 300,000 residents in what would becorne known as Canada, al1 Indians. 

The Iroquois Iived as clans, with a woman "matriarchW king the ruler over the clan households. 

But the men decided matters of war, peace and uade. 



Tbe Fint Treaty (1450) 

Waming iroquois indian clans (called "nations") signed a peace treaty in 1450 near Syracuse, 

New York. Meanwhile, European explorers had discovered North America and white settlers 

wasn't long to follow. By 1600, French explorer Jacques Cartier has claimed "New France" for 

France and Humphrey Gilbert claimed Newfoundland for England. Hostilities broke out 

between the new amvals and the Indians in 1609, when French explorer Samuel Champlain 

subdued Iroquois attackers with guns. Champlain was also to experience Indian customs for 

dealing with prisoners-of-war, who were cnielly tortured. 

The First Laws (1611) 

Newfoundland's first English govemor, John Guy, established the first law, which attempted to 

regulate the fishing industry and control the deforestation of the shoreline. In 1628, King h u i s  

the 13th of France approved a new Company called Company of the Hundred Associates. The 

Company was given the right to settle al1 land from Florida to the Arctic and to make al1 efforts 

to populate New France. Major settlements of New France were bnefly conquered by English 

troops but returned to France by a treaty signed between England and France in 1632. Two years 

later, the Company of the Hundred Associates implemented the seigniorial system of land 

ownership to New France. Large land gants were made to lords (called "seigniors") who rented 

out parts. Seigniors acted as judges for minor disputes between their tenants. The land property 

systern would last until 1854. 



The First Councils (1647) 

The iirst "provincial" govemment was created by the Company of the Hundred Associates. A 

local council was made up of the govemors of Quebec City and Monireal and the senior 

representative of the Jesuit order. The Council had lawmaiung power over the entire French 

colony. Meanwhile French explorers pushed deeper and deeper into North America and by 1659, 

had reached the western end of Lake Supenor. By 1663 New France was declared a province of 

France and a Sovereign Council replaced the local councii. The Sovereign Council was given 

the mandate to oversee the implementation of French law in New France. The new Council was 

presided by a govemor selected by the King and included a senior church representative. The 

mival of French law included the payment of a "tithe" or a tax of eight percent of the annual 

produce from land owned by the church. One of the first laws of the Sovereign Council was to 

prohibit straw and manure from city streets. Another threatened men with the loss of their 

trading rights if they refused to many. 

Charter of the Hudson's Bay Company (1670) 

The Royal Chaner of the Company included law-making powers for the territory then known as 

"Rupert's Land." The 7,000-word charter was granted to a group of 18 investors which included 

King Charles II's cousin. The main purpose of the charter was to gant a fur, fish and mining 

monopoly to the Hudson's Bay Trading Company. Lawmaking power was to be exercised by the 

Governor of the Company in confomity with the laws of England. One cunous exception 

provided that the serious cnmes committed by a "white man' had to be uied in England. The 

En&h rrpidly cettled the Hudson's Bay a m  and eitablish a long netwerk of trading ports deep 

into the land. 
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Royal Proclamation of October 7,1763 

Residents of New France (Quebec) were guaranteed the enjoyment of their property and freedom 

of worship "so far as the laws of England permit." Habitants were also to have "the enjoyment of 

the benefit of the laws of our realm of England." 

Montreal Hangs a Slave (1734) 

To protest her slavery and pending sale, a black slave bumt down her master's house in 

Montreal. Unfonunately for Marie-Joseph-Angelique, the tire spread and destroyed 46 houses 

including a histonc church. First sentenced to have her hands cut off and be bumt alive, she 

appealed the conviction and her sentence was "reduced" to death by hanging. This was typical of 

the harsh justice then meted out not only in the colonies, but also in Europe. Even in 1824, an 

18-year old New Brunswick boy was "hung by the neck until dead" for having stolen 249. In 

Upper Canada, theft can mean being branded with a red-hot iron on the palm of the hand or a 

public whipping. 

Slavery of blacks was prevalent in New France. After the 1759 conquest by England, slavery 

was protected in the surrender documents. Even by 1766, English Govemor Murray owned 

slaves. It would be 1793 before Upper Canada began phasing out slavery. In 1800, the Chief 

Justice of Lower Canada James Monck ruled that slavery was illegal on the legal grounds that a 

British law dated 1797 had prohibited ail slavery legislation. The legal argument was apparently 

flawed. In 1834, the British government formally abolished slavery in the Empire. Racism was 

not restricted to blacks either. The legislature was surprised by the election, in 1808, of a Jew, 
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Ezekial Hart. Hari made the mistake of wearing his religion on his sleeve. For example, he 

insisted on omitting "in the year of our Lord when dating documents. When he was swom in a 

member of the Lower Canada assernbly, he replaced the word "Christian" with "Jewish" in the 

text of his oath of member. Hart was re-elected, took the proper oath. When the assembly 

resolved to expel him again, the Govemor dissolved the assernbly and called an election. 

Cruel and unusual punishment was rare except for treason. For example, on July 21, 1797, an 

Amencan spy, David McLane was publicly hung, his stornach cut open and his head cut off. 

McLane's arguments, that he could not be convicted of treason since he was not a citizen of His 

Majesty, the King of England, fell on deaf ears. 

A Legislature Takes Root in the Maritimes (1758) 

An influx of New Englanders urged on Nova Scotians to ask and to establish their own law- 

making legislature, which gathered for the fmt time on October 2, 1758. One British observor 

wrote back to England that "too many of the members chosen are such as have not been the rnost 

remarkabie for promoting obedience to His Majesty's government here." 

New France Falls to the English (1759) 

inspired by victory at Quebec at the farnous Plains of Abraham battle on September 13, 1759, 

the English promised the captive French habitants "rnild and just govemment." Meanwhile, the 

defeated French troops fled to Montreai. A few months later, the British military commander 

ordered the disarmhg of ail French Canadians living on the south side of the Saint Lawrence 

River. Worse, al1 residents were required to swear allegiance to the British Crown. Suspected of 

masterminding insurrection, Jesuit priests were ordered to leave Quebec City. Montreal was 
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surrendered in September of 1760, with most of the citizens of the town in favour of surrendet. 

New France was renarned "Quebec" and fonnalJy delivered to England by the Treaty of Paris, 

1763. Curiously, neither side really wanted the colony because it was considered too expensive 

to maintain. 

The Treaty ended French rule in Canada. A Royal Proclamation in the same year stated that 

North American will have legal titie to al1 lands then occupied by them and which were ouiside 

the tenitory of the colony and the Hudson's Bay Company. 

Getting The Judge's Ear (1764) 

Judge Thomas Walker was attacked in his home on December 6, 1764, by men disguised with 

blackened faces. Walker tried to g t  to his guns but the men subdued him and cut off his ear, 

The attack was in retaliation for a legal decision which resulied in the jailing of a ship captain 

who refused to lcave a judge's residence. The incident results in the recalling of Governor 

Murray to London. 

The Quebec Act (1774) 

Ever since the conquest of New France by England, the status of French law in Quebec was 

uncertain. The Quebec Act clarified matters a great ded by stating that property and civil nghts 

were to be resolved by reference to the Iaws of Canada; Le. the French law that had been in 

force. The seigniorial Iand system is continued and calIs for a council of 17 to 23 members to 

which the French are to enjoy access as members. The Quebec Act also said that for criminal 

law, the law of England would apply. British merchants are furious as are the Arnencans, who 
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are rallying for independence from England. The Act also enlarged Quebec to include Labrador 

and the Roman Catholic population was guaranteed religious freedom. 

Upper Canada says "no" to French Civil Law (1791) 

As soon as England had separated Quebec into Upper and Lower Canada by the Constitutional 

Act of 1791, the new legislature of Upper Canada (Ontario) used their first statute to reject 

French civil law and to introduce English comrnon law and English niles of evidence. Each 

province is given a lieutenant-governor which is supported by an elected assembly. 

Upper Canada gave the right to vote to those who own land or pay £10 in rent. Most women did 

not vote anyway but just in case, the province of New Bmnswick enacted a law which excluded 

them. This is in stark contrast to Iroquois law which not allows women the right to vote, but 

Indian women were alone in selecting the political leaders. 

British Nonh Amenca was now comprised of four colonies: Upper and Lower Canada, New 

Bmnswick (since 1784) and Nova Scotia. Meanwhile, George Vancouver was charting new land 

at the other end of continent. 



A King's Counsel Nomination Rebuked (1815) 

Politicians tried to appoint a 23-year old as King CounseI, bringing the practise to ridicule. The 

man had but a few months of cal1 to the bar. 

Impartial Judiciary (1831) 

The British government announced that it will no longer appoint judges to law-making 

assemblies, ensuring the independencc of the judiciary from political parties. The only exception 

is to be the chief justice "for the purpose of giving legal advice in framing the laws." 

The People's Choice (1835) 

In 1835, the popular Halifax Newspaper editor Joseph Howe published a letter cntical of local 

govemment and faced libel charges. He could not find a lawyer prepared to defend hirn so he 

defended himself. During the two day trial, Howe gave a six-hour speech and was cheered on by 

the crowd in the public gallery. He said local magistrates were "the most negligent and imbecile 

that ever managed a people's affairs." The judge recommended a conviction but the jury took 

only 10 minutes to retum with a "not guilty" verdict. 

Rebellion Ends At The Gallows But Results In Unification (1837) 

A short-lived 1837 rebellion in Upper and b w e r  Canada, against British rule, both ended in 

failure. Several of the ring-leaders in both Canadas were hung. The constitution is suspended in 

Lower Canada for a 1%-years. Lord Durham was appointed to study the situation in the Canadas. 
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His report, issued in 1839, proposed the assimilation of the French Canadians and the union of 

the two provinces. The British govemment united the two provinces into "Canada" in 1840. 

British Columbia A Colony (1858) 

In August 1858, the British govemment declared Vancouver Island a colony and appoinied Sir 

James Douglas as its first governor. Matthew Begbie was sent from England to be the first 

British judge of the colony. Begbie was kept busy with the excitement of gold rushes causing 

frontier justice. The new legislative assembly opened in 1860. By 1866, the colony would be 

joined with British Columbia, the mainland colony. 

Colonial Laws Validity Act (1865) 

A law passed by the British Parliament that said ihat any law of a British colony that differed 

wiih a British law specifically aimed rit that colony, was nuIl and void to the extent of the 

difference. This was important because it set aside the older rule ihat coIoniaI laws that were 

inconsistent with English common law could be set aside. 

1 believe Duhaime has supplied us with a good understanding of how Canada became a country 

of law makers and moved toward developing laws and standards that met and often still meet the 

societal noms of the country. This also identifies how criminai justice and the manner in which 

we deal with crime has corne to pass. The beginning of laws and their rnake-up identifies that 

this is an adversarial system that has at its core retribution and punishment, flying in the face of 

the justice and mercy that is fund in restorative justice. 



1 will now discuss justice, crime and criminal acts in an effort to give a better understanding of 

how we started to develop punishment within our justice system and how this can be and in fact 

has been changed to allow for a more open-minded form of justice, with reconciliation at the 

base of its belief system. 

Justice is defined in the Oxford Dictionary as: 

the exercise of authority or power in maintenance of a right; indication of a 

right by assignment of reward orpunishrnent 

the administration of lm on zhe forms and processes attending it - legal 

proceedings of any kind, a coun ofjustice 

rile inflicrion of punishment. legal vengeance on an ofender. 

It is the construct by which the guilt for the commission of a crime is decided and the retribution 

for that crime is meted to the participant. 

Justice is defined by Duhaime's Law Dictionary as: Fuimess. A state of aflairs in which conducr 

or action is both fair and nght, given the circumstances. In law, it more specifically refers to the 

paramount obligation to ensure that al1 persons are ireated fairly. Litigants "seek justice" by 

asking for compensation for wrongs committed against them; to right the inequity such that, 

with the compensation, a wrong has been righted and the balance of "good or "virtue" over 

"wrong" or "evil" has been corrected. (Duhaime, accessed June, 2001) 

When we consider this definition we can see that the opportunity for the infusion of new and 

innovative thinking is available. Restorative justice, albeit not new, is such an opportunity. 



A crime is defined by Howard Zehr in Changing Lens, when referenced to retributive justice as: 

A violation of the srate, defined by lawbreaking and guilt. Justice determines blame ano 

administers pain in a contest between the offender and the state directed by systematic rules.' 

We can see that crimes are breaches of law, as defined by society or a community, agiinst the 

accepted societal noms of that societylcommunity. When we consider the definition of justice 

and crime, we can see there is no occasion for victim and community to be involved in the 

process of justice. Therefore it is necessary that we consider altemative ways of defining crime 

and therefore alternative ways to deal with that crime through justice, as seen in Duhaime's 

definition. In considering this, Zehr continues in defining crime that will be considered using the 

restorative method in stating, "Crime is a violation of people and relationships. It creaies 

obligations to make things right. Justice involves the victim, offender, the community in a search 

for solutions which promote repair, reconciliation and reassurance". 

Duhaime defines crime as: an act or omission, which is prohibited by criminai law. Each state 

sets out a limited series of acts (crimes) which are prohibited and punishes the commission of 

these acts by a fine, imprisonment or some other fom of punishment.(Zehr,1990) This in 

combination with Duhaime's definition of criminai law; that body of the law that &ais with 

conduct considered so hannful to society as a whole that it is prohibited by statute, prosecuted 

and punished by the govemment, shows us that punishment was al1 important in dealing with 

crime and law. What is needed to introduce alternative justice to crime and criminal law is the 

rernovai of punishmeni and to utiiize reconciliation and resioration as the benchmark meawiiig 

success. 
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The three essential elements of a criminal act, needing punishment as found in Kenny's Outlines 

of Criminal Law are: 

harm brought about by human conduct that the state desires to prevent; 

* the threat of punishment is among rhe measure selecred for prevention of the aci soiight ro 

be prevented; 

Iegal proceedings of a special kind are used ro decide wherher the person accused did in facr 

cause the hum and is to be held legally punishable for doing so. (Kenny, 1952) 

These elements were defined by Kenny in 1952, and have to be considered accurate today as 

well. We need to be open rninded to the second element to make the necessary changes to allow 

for restorative justice, within this definition. We need only change element 2 to accommodate an 

obligation to repair and reconcile the h m  done, to make the transition from a criminal act deali 

with by mainstream justice to one which would or could be dealt with by restorative 

The view of punishrnent has followed a senes of changes and now has progressed to a point 

where we are concemed not only for the offender, punishment or rehabilitation, but also the 

victim and cornmunity, through reconciliation or restoration. Historically we looked at 

punishment as a retribution for the acts of the offender, without any senous concem over the 

effect this would have on the victim or community. With restorative justice we are seeing a 

move toward the consideration of the victim and cornmunity king paramount in determining 

how the criminal act is resolved and by what means the victim and offender can better reconcile 

the incident within their cornmunity. 



More often than not, a crime being committed has a victim or cornmunity of victims and so we 

must look at what is best for the victim(s) from their point of view and not only from the point 

of view of the gatekeepers of society, justice officiais and police. In the past victims have 

typically told the court how the aime has affected them, and not what they want from the 

victim. This often helps to restore them to some semblance of what they were before the crime. 

We must remernber that the restoration that will occur will not be the sarne as before (most 

often) and that Websters Dictionary defines restorative as: "retuming to health or strength; to 

bring something back to use and also as giving back". This does not suggest that things will be 

the same as before the event and in fact most often it is not the same, however, may allow for 

some reconciliation to occur. It is hoped that in restorative justice we will see the participants 

return to some form of balance or nonnalcy that had existed pnor to the crime. We must 

remernber that the state of normalcy ihat occurs after the restorative justice process may be very 

different to the one that existed before the criminal act. 



EVOLUTION OF RESTORATIVE JUSTICE IN CANADA 

As we can see, the acceptance of restorative justice is fairly new in Canada. The mots of 

restorative justice in Canada, however, come from the practice of the First Nations of Canada 

who utilized a form of reconciliation when they dealt with crime and criminals. Aboriginal 

crime was more a breaking of their societal laws against people as developed by their society, 

and was often handled through a shaming and ~~ecunciliation that was victim based. Our justice 

is seen as offender based rather than victim based. 

When considenng the evolution of restorative justice it is important to look at the results of 

mainstream justice. The prirnary focus in measuring the success of restorative justice initiatives 

derives from the results of mainstream justice. Mainstream justice has a high rate of recidivism 

and although the numbers Vary depending on the research, Statistics Canada have reported that 

recidivism rates as high as 78%, have k e n  found. In essence, we are measuring the success of 

one program when comparing it to the failure of another. As Canadians continued to see the 

revolving door of jails and lack of involvement by the public in this system, their dissatisfaction 

increased thereby placing increasing demands for real change in the justice system. 

These demands have resulted in pressure from the public at the same time, as there were 

financial pressures on police and justice agencies providing services to that public. The public 

wanted to see success in the reduction of the recidivism rates at the same time that government 

wanted to see financial pressures diminish. In this way the nght variables came to play and the 

development of restorative justice came to miition. 
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When we consider the two different outcomes described in the following scenarios, we might 

envision the potential of re-evaluating our present justice system. 

Sam, an 18-year old petty criminal who robs a local video store, stealing $75.00 from the 

clerk, was captured within hours, processed in the courts and sentenced to 30 months in 

jail. Sam was abused as a child, grew up in a dysfunctional family and felt unwanted and 

hated throughout his life. During his time in jail Sam was introduced to heroin and 

partook readily, drowning his pain in the drug habit he developed. When Sam was 

released from jail he sold narcotics to support his own habit and was involved in petty 

cnme throughout his life, and died on the streets of a heroin overdose, mourned by few 

and with many relieved that he was off the streets. 

Tom is a similar cnminal with the same background. He too is involved in a serious 

robbery and is also captured. He is prepared and destined for the same fate as Sam, but 

he is given an opponunity to enter into a family group conference. Farnily group 

conferencing is one manner of restontive justice, developed from the sarne 

reconciliatory base of other sirnilar programs. Tom, receives support from the group and 

finds himself hearing from the victim, and listening to the effects his cnme has had on 

the victim. He hem the fear in her voice when she speaks about thinking he was going 

to kill her, and explains to the cornmittee how he feels and how sorry he is for his 

actions. Tom doesn't go to jail and is offered a chance to change, maybe the first such 

opponunity he has had. It is, more importantly, a chance for him to take responsibility 

for his actions and reflect on his actions and how they affect others. Tom doesn't become 

a pillar of society, but lives a fairly normal life, in and out of minor difficulties, and stays 

out of serious trouble with the police. 

1 can, as a police ofiker, give hundreds of similar situations, changing the names and situations 

but not the results. 1 have seen many "Sams" over the past 19 years and 1 have seen little 

improvement in the manner in which they are dealt with t h u g h  mainstream justice. 



lt was in this way that restorative justice came to light as the mode1 to be developed and offered: 

a different way of thinking about cnme 

a new response to cnme 

focus on the harm caused by crime, condemning the crime itself and not the person 

behind the crime 

a requirement that the offender take full responsibility for their actions 

sceking recognition for the victim and establishing consequences for the offender 

assisting victim and offender in restaning their lives after reconciliation 

Restorative justice is really a philosophy more than anything else. It follows an approach that 

allows victims to control the process rather than one in which the offender controls the process. 

In 1996, the Canadian legal system changed with the addition of Section 742 of the Canadian 

Criminal Code(Martin, 2000) that allowed for conditional sentences, a precursor to restorative 

justice for adults, and a recognition that jails do not work. There was also the addition of Section 

718(e) of the Criminal Code that recognized that aboriginal offenders should be treated 

differently. These two changes forced the couns and, by extension, justice officiais and the 

police io consider restorative justice as an accepted manner to deal with crime. The Aboriginal 

Justice Strategy was also developed and designed to assist comrnunities in the development of 

community justice iniiiatives that take on justice as a cornrnunity program. In 1999, there was a 

recognition by the Supreme Coun of Canada that we should deal with aboriginal offenders in a 

more lenient manner, identifying that aboriginals have dealt with crime differently and that there 

was an over representation of aboriginals in Canada's jails. (Supreme Court of Canada Regina vs 

Giadue) The Suyrms  Court dvised dl courts to çonsi der restorative justice in seniencing 

Aboriginals. There were also other changes around the same time when in 1998 the Federai 
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Government began its Youth Justice Renewal Initiative which was designed to replace the 

Young Offenders Act with a new Youth Act that would have at its core a requirement that 

restorative justice is the first line of action for the police, rather than an option for the police to 

consider. As we can see these changes and initiatives show that for the most part Canadians are 

recognizing the need for change toward a system that recognizes a sysiem that punishes the 

crime and not the criminal. 

AIthough established in 1998, a federal/provincial/territorial working group begitn work in 2000 

on restorative justice. This, many believe, will be the beginning of real movement toward 

restorative justice as the missing link in many programs and substantive change can only be seen 

with the necessary involvement of victims groups and in essence victims themselves. 

The current mainstream justice offers Iittie in the way of success, with high raies of recidivism, 

high rates of re-incarceration and low rates of satisfaction. However we could find ourselves 

being lulled into a sense of satisfaction with the low recidivism rates, in the restorative model, 

when we consider this form of justice. There are problems inherently associated to this 

statement, since restorative justice programs of the past have hand picked clients. This will be 

looked at iurther in the data analysis portion of this paper. 1 have tried to correct this possible 

bias with data collected in the past. 1 have been successful in attaining the statistics of 75 cases 

in which first time offenders were used and another large group of offenders in which the 

offenders have extensive criminal records before they were permitted to enter the program. The 

data c~llectim and analysis compares these two p u p s ,  along with the client satisfaction results 

of the groups interviewed or surveyed. 
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A comparison between the two systems shows the following elements, which often catches the 

attention of comrnunities in supponing their belief of restoraiive justice. 

Mainstream Justice 

crime is defined as a violation of niles, and a h m  to the state 

victim is inhibited from spealcing restorative justice 

about their real losses and needs 

offender, victirn and community remain passive and have little responsibility for a 

resolution 

community's role is Iimited 

conuolled and operated by the state 

restitution is rare 

offender is blamed, stigmatized and punished 

repentance and forgiveness are rarely considered 

assumes a win-lose outcome 

Restorative Justice 
crime is defined as a h m  done IO victims and communities 

victjms/offenders and conununity are active participants in the resolution 

offenders are held accountable by the community 

overseen by the state - driven by the community 

re-inteption of the offender into the community and preservation of dignity 

repentance and forgiveness are encouraged 

makes possible a win-win outcorne 

A 1997 Angus Reid p l 1  showed that the public is demanding a change to restoraiive justice: 

47% of those polled were not very/or at al1 confident in our courts 

54% of those polled were not very/or at al1 confident in our Pnson System 

72% of those polled were not verylor at dl confident in the Young Offenders Act 
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72% of those polled were not verylor at al1 confident in the Parole System 

This poll was taken at a time when we were spending $10 billion yearly on the criminal justice 

system, that is $317 for every second of every &y on a system the public did not like, which had 

a high recidivism rate and frankly is not successful ad doesn't work very well. 

At the sarne time there was a drarnatic decrease in crimes in countries using restorative justice. 

For example Hollow Waters, Manitoba has seen an 80% reduction in sexual assaults. (Hollow 

Waters - A Difference - video) The Australia Bureau of Statistics advise that for young 

offenders who have participated in family Group Conferencing (a form of restorative justice) 

they have shown a recidivism rate of 5%. 

These changes in the Canadian legal system have permiited cornrnunities and society to become 

involved in the manner in which we deal with criminals. It a p p a s  that this has started to give 

society the feeling of inclusion, which can be healthy for both the victim and criminal. In my 

statistical analysis 1 will be able to clearly identify whether the restorative justice process in 

Canada is successful on two fronts; dient satisfaction and recidivism reduction. 



LITERATURE REVIE W 

Although restorative justice is fairly new in Canada, there has been fairly intensive and extensive 

analysis of the various types of restorative justice in Canada and abroad. The literature and 

analysis that has been conducted includes some limited client satisfaction reviews dong with 

extensive recidivism analysis and resestrch. In this chapter 1 will look at reviews from both 

spectrums to better display the issues of both recidivism and client satisfaction. 

Client Satisfaction 

A Report on the Evaluation of RCMP Restorative Justice Initiative: 
Comrnunity Justice Forum as Seen by Participants( http://infoweb.rcmp-orc.oc.ca/l 

This report was prepared in 1997 and identified the concept of "resrorarive justice" and 

considered the program as king a philosophy rather than a different way of meting out justice. 

The report speaks of the various methods of restorative justice and identifies it as "can generally 

be described as a wsy of dealing with the h m  caused by an offence by involving the victim(s), 

the offender($), and the cornmunity that has been affected". The report looks at the outcornes 

that are sought in restorative justice and sees the repairing of h m  and restoring of harmony as 

the main goals and the philosophy. The report refers to client satisfaction and reduced recidivism 

as the effects seen with this philosophy and describes the RCMP's research in these areas. There 

is general discussion in this report, about the effect this process could have on the victim 

andoffender; repairing psychological hami caused to the victim and re-integration of the 

offender into society. 

The report touches on the manner in which the Canadian Government has moved restorative 
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justice forward with the involvement of key players such as the Solicitor General, Director of 

RCMP Community Contract and Aboriginal Policing Services (CCAPS) and Judge David 

Arnot, involving players at every level to consider how it is working and what actions to take in 

the future. The report tells us that the RCMP adopted the philosophy of restorative justice, and 

has taken the initiative to implement this approach through one of its tools, the "Community 

Justice Forum" (CJF), a term of choice for its emphasis on community involvement, instead of 

the term "Family Group Conferencing" (FGC) as it is known in Australia and New Zealand. The 

movement allowed for a national approach and at the same time held three "Train the Trainers" 

workshops, in January, 1997. The CJFs are being used for youths and sometimes for adults in 

conflict with the law, and the types of offences, which are being commonly dealt with, include 

theft, assault, vandalism, "bullying", property damage, dnig use and possession, shoplifting, and 

breaking and entenng. 

This report outlines this evaluation project of the RCMP initiative and it was undenaken by the 

Research and Evaluation Branch of the CCAPS directorate in December, 1997. The first part 

was an evaluation of the "Train the Trainers" component, including its effectiveness to provide 

the necessary tools to community rnembers and the overall effectiveness of these trainee-trainers 

to train others in conducting CJFs. The second pan of the report lwks at the overall 

effectiveness of CJFs through perceptions of C F  participants and facilitators, based on their 

experience. The first report provided information on the first major part of the evaluation, and 

the present report provides information regarding the second part, dealing with how effective the 

CES have k e n  accclrding to those who had direct experience with them. 

A summary of the findings has been attached as Appendix "A". 
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Summary of Findings for the Second Report 

In the second part of the evaluation project, data collection methods included mail-in 

questionnaires, telephone interviews, and in-depth personal interviews. The data collected in this 

study identified the following areas associated with restorative justice: (l).CJF participants' 

overall satisfaction, (2). CJF participants' satisfaction with the process, and (3). CJF 

participants' satisfaction with the outcome/agreement. A 5-point Likert-type scale was utilized 

for collecting al1 quantitative data: where 1 meant 'very little', 2 meant 'somewhat', 3 indicaied 

'medium', 4 denoted 'quite a bit' and 5 meant 'very much'. In this portion of the report the 

authors look at client satisfaction from a raw data basis, and not comparing the responses to 

other forrns of mainstream justice. Not that this would have an effect on the responses; however, 

it is not uncornmon to see satisfaction at a higher level without a comparative opponunity. 

In the data collection the researchers also collected information from the participants relating to 

their perception of the process. 

The results of this study are attached as Appendix "B". 

In general, al1 parties felt that the participants were open to ideas and problem solving and 

funher that the pruticipants would most likely honor the agreements that were negotiated. The 

offenders felt they had a better understanding of their wrong acts and the impact their actions 

had on the victims. The victims stated they had their questions answered and brought forward a 

sense of closure. 

The results of the study identified a svong support for the restorative justice philosophy, 

however, this was not a controlled experiment, and the sarnples were not random. The study is 



supponed by other similar studies that seem to lend validity to the findings. 1 will refer to a 

number of such similar reviews later in this chapter. 

A number of recommendations included: 

provide standardized training for facilitators, 

develop a pre-process briefing for C E  participants, 

consider advanced training to ensure the power irnbalance in sessions was secure (do no 

hann), 

ensure follow-up for agreement-cornpliance, 

review the role and applicability of the CJFs (when compared to other processes), 

be clear about the police role (ensure police are using discretion first and not restorative 

justice by default), 

increase awareness and education of process, 

ensure the utilization of longitudinal analysis (to ensure continued succcss). 

1 can see the validity of such recornmendations and the other supporting literature has similar 

findings. Overall this report is clearly supponive of the process and sees the merits of restorative 

justice for many criminal cases. The report fails to use random sampling and is limited in any 

form of comparative review. It does a good job of measunng pure satisfaction in the process and 

would have been interesting to see a similar review of mainstrearn justice for comparative 

reasons. 

RISE Working Papers: Paper No. 2 (Strang/Shennan, 1994) 

in this paper the authors, Strang and Sherman, look at the client satisfaction of victims, 

specifically, with the restorative justice mode]. They look at and consider that victims feel they 
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are the forgotten players in the "drama of criminal justice". From my perspective this i s  very tme 

in the Canadian Justice System as they are victimized personally and yet have no opportunity IO 

regain conuol over the act that has hanned them, as it i s  lost in the system. 

In 1994, the Canberra's police introduced a reintegrative shaming process referred to as 

Diversionary Conferencing, very similar to the Family Group Conferencing used in Canada by 

the RCMP. The police fe1t this new system would provide them wiih a forum to explain directly 

al! the harm they have experienced and to be involved in the introduction of a suitable outcome 

to repair that h m .  

Stang and Sherman wanted to see what the resuit of this new process had on the victims. The 

conferencing used was found to be successful in dealing with the cases it received; the more 

important question was how the victims felt about their involvement in this process. In the 

evaluation the researchers decided IO interview 35 viciims of offenders who had their cases 

processed through the mainstream court system and another 35 who had their cases conferenced. 

The researchers stated that overall interviews with the two groups of viciims showed a totally 

different opinion of how they were dealt with in the two processes. The conferenced victims felt 

involved and a part of the process and that they were the focus of the system, where the opposite 

was true for the court-introduced victims. The resuIts of this study can be found attached as 

Appendix "C". 



Client Satisfaction of Family Group Conferencing 

12 Sites in the Judicial District of Minnesota (FercelloAJmbreit, 1996,1998) 

In July 1996 Family Group Conferencing programs began in 12 communities in a district in 

Minnesota. During the next year the program was evaluated by Umbreit and Fercello for client 

satisfaction. The results of the study were very positive with a total of 455 individuals king 

interviewed. They consisted of 166 victims of crime, 159 offenders, and 130 support persons. 

Of these interviews, the researcher asked questions relating to the satisfaction of the participants 

in the process, the preparation for the process, fairness of the process and questions relating to 

accountability and outcome. 

In general, the data coilected showed a tremendous support for the process of restorative justice. 

Those interviewed indicated very high levels of satisfaction overall and specifically within the 

areas of concentration. The data's specific findings can be found attached as Appendix YI". 

The data denved from this research indicates an overall high level of satisfaction for the 

restorative justice mode1 of famiiy group conferencing used. These results are very consistent 

with simijar studies conducted by the McCold & Watchel, 1998; Umbreit & Fercello, 1998, 

giving credence to the study and to a p a t e r  extent, the process. There are some issues with the 

study itseif in that it failed to utilize random selection or a cornparison goup and as a result we 

cannot use the results to broadly generalize, but rather to give a strong indication for the success 

(cIient satisfaction) of the process. 



Summary 

Client Satisfaction 

in my bibliography 1 have identified a number of other reports that 1 have reviewed and 

considered in this summary of client satisfaction - literature review, segment. Overall, the 

literature review showed a real disparity between the satisfaction of victims that were allowed to 

enter the restorative justice process versus the miinstrearn process. The most identifying factors 

put fonh by those represented were the opportunity to be involved in the restorative justice 

process and the fact that ihere was an increased opportunity for the victim to hear from the 

offender and feel some form of remorse, through actions or dialogue. 

Recidivism 

In the measurement of recidivism ihere have been a nurnber of researcfiers who have looked at 

the effects restorative justice has had on the rates of offenders. Overall, the research has been 

very positive however, for the rnost part the research has focused on the basic re-offending that 

has occurred, staying away from the manner in which they re-offended. In saying this, the 

majoriiy of offenders who have k e n  offered an opportunity to panicipate in restorative justice 

have been low risk or first time offenders. Limited research has been conducted on the hi@-risk 

offender. In my research 1 have looked at hth the first time offender and also at a group of 

offenders, in excess of 100, who are high risk and multiple offence offenders. The data from the 

low risk offender considered in the literature review and in my data coIlection show very good 

success when compared to the mainstream Iegal system. The data from the high-nsk offenders 

w i l  be discussed later in this document. 



In the study conducted by Urnbreit, 1994, on four Juvenile programmes there were positive 

results found in that "Considerably fewer and less serious addiriml crimes were committed 

within u one year follow-up period by juvenile participants in mediarion programmes wlte~i 

compared with sirnilar offenders who did nor punicipare." In the New Zealand study, Maxwell 

and Morris (1993), it was found that young offenders in their sample who went through the 

restorative justice process, were at risk for re-offending yet less than half (48%) of those referred 

had re-offended within 6 months. A funher study has been conducted on these subjects and for 

those aged 14 to 16 at the time of the original sample and now aged 18 to 20 years {Maxwell & 

Morris, 1995). A total of 35% had no convictions for either criminal or serious traffic offences 

and while 65% had convictions, only 27% were calegorised as persistent recidivists. This shows 

a clex change in attitude in that contrary to traditional mainstream recidivism rates as high as 

80%, we are now around 65% with a further reduction of serious re-offending. 

In separate studies conducted by the RCMP in Fort St. John and Nanaimo, British Columbia 

they showed recidivism rates dropped substantially over a two year penod, for cases processed 

through reslorative justice, rather than mainsiream justice. Although this appem to be supported 

by other sirnilar studies, there i s  little comparaW Iiierature on high-risk offenders. As a result 

of ihis 1 decided to review a number of high-risk cases heard in the Yukon between 1994 and 

1996. These cases involved over 100 hi@ risk and repeat offenders that were processed and 1 

will identify the criminai ccseload for a pre-determined period before and after the restorative 

justice interaction. I klieve that although many studies? some listed in the biblio-mphy. identify 

the lowering of recidivism some important facts regarding how and how often they re-offend are 
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found in my research. 

One area that is often missed in literature reviews on cnminal conflict resolution is the 

imponance of the process. We often discuss the satisfaction of the participants and the 

recidivism rate decrease, which are both outcome oriented, as the factors that make restorative 

justice successful. Many readings that were surfaced during my course load dealt with the 

process followed and the importance that process was to the over al1 success. In Prepaniig for 

Peace, (Lederach, pp 20-21) we can see that the process itself may be the most important part of 

the restorative justice initiative. in this book, there is a reference to the "Micah's Dilemma", 

which looks at the writings of Micah when stating "the task before us is to do justice, love mercy 

and walk humbly with our God". The paradox here is that "doing justice is the pursuit of 

restoration, rectifying wrongs, of creating relationships based on equity and faimess." "Mercy ... 

involves compassions, forgiveness and a new stm". 1 can see that in many peacemaking 

instances these two are at opposite ends and are incompatible, however we can see that in 

restorative justice the process used by the facilitator is able to and in fact must have the capacity 

to facilitate both justice and rnercy. The result is thai the process itself is the measure of success. 

In my personal involvement with restorative justice we had a bookkeeper for a society 1 was 

involved with, steal$7500 from our account. She was dealt with through restorative justice and 

the family group conference that was held brought both mercy and justice into the same room, 

resulting in a successful conclusion. The truth is that after the process we did not want 

punjshment nor retribution and in fact it was the offender who felt the need for such measure. 



We have also seen in Designing Conflict Management Systems, the importance of involving ihe 

stakeholders in the actual system. in restorative justice we always involve the offender, victim, 

community and facilitator in the development stages, allowing a better flow of informalion and 

actuated design, giving ownership and determination in the process. Constantin0 and Merchant 

stress the importance when they look at the outcome, and in restorative justice the outcome, 1 

believe, begins with the development of the process, which in tum is a strong influence on the 

final success felt by the participants.(Constantino and Merchant) 



OVERVIEW OF YUKON PROGRAMS 

Restorative Justice takes many forms. It is not only a program that is utilized to deal with 

criminal activity but also a philosophy that is understood and practiced in such situations. 

As noted earlier the RCMP "M" Division hosted information sharing sessions to examine and 

highlight the work detachments and justice projects were doing. This sharing of information is 

essential to future success of the restorative justice prograrns. 

Histotical Information 

Mainstream justice is seen as adversarial, which matches the offendernegal counsel against the 

victimtcrown in a courtroom examined by a Judge who will detennine guilt or innocence. in 

Canada the number of offenders apprehended and brought to coun is considered to be low when 

compared to actual convictions with less than 10% of al1 offences coming to a successful 

conclusion. The recidivism rates associaied to ihese offenders and satisfaction of al1 parties in 

the process is also considered very low, for a variety of reasons, including the conviction rates 

ihemselves. 

Although restorative justice is derived from indigenous culture the present prograrn(s) king 

utilized in Canada are used for al1 races and cultures. The programs used acmss Canada are not 

drawn along ethnic lines, although some Aborignal groups have embraced the concepts more 

readily than non-Aboriginal. Those involved in my sampling will not be identified nor chosen 

along their cultural differences and no consideration will be given as to their ancestral 

background. As the programs king reviewed are operated in mixed communities their will be 



no consideration given as to their race. 

Restorative justice can be many things to many people, and it is necessary to understand that 

what is good for the offender, victim and community, can be good for justice overall. There is no 

firm definition of restorative justice; it is based on the needs of the three parties for 

reconciliation. A number of different prograrns fit under the umbrella of restorative justice. 

Descriptions of how some restorative justice approaches, in the Yukon, work include: 

Circle Sentencing originated as an alternative to the current sentencing process and is 

recognized by many Abonginal groups as the rnanner in which they have traditionally 

handled internal conflict. In this process community members actively assisi justice 

authonties by participating in discussions about available sentencing options and plans to 

reintegrate the offender back into the community. in some cases, nonçustodial 

comrnunity sentence can replace a jail term. 

a Victim and Offender Mediation provide the offender with the opportunity to meet with 

their victims face-to-face in the presence of a trained mediator. This process can help 

reduce the victim's fears, while establishing accountability and reparation for the cnme. 

Exuernely important in this process is the balancing of power, through the mediator. 

Family Group Conferencing brings together the victim, offender, family members and 

sipporters. It provides 3 forum for deiiling with unanswered questims, motions, and the 

right to restitution and reparation for the victim. This is used extensively in the 
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Northwest Temtones, Nunavut and Yukon, primarily because the police force of these 

areas, the RCMP, offer training to communities to retum the justice process IO those 

cornmunities wishing such control. 

Community Seniencing Panels are comprised of volunteers from the cornrnunity. Their 

agendas often focus on restorative measures such as restitution, reparation, mediation 

and victim involvement. Furthemore, cornmunity-sentencing panels also address social 

factors that may foster crime, and may work on crime prevention through social 

development as a framework. 

Community Justice Projects in the Yukon 

To understand how restorative Justice has grown in the Yukon 1 will review each of the projects 

in the Yukon. (Norma Davidgnon, 2000, Yukon Justice) The RCMP " M  Division (Yukon) 

work in partnership with the following Community Justice projects; 

Dawson Community Group Conferencing; Dawson City, Yukon 

The Dawson Comrnunity Group Conferencing program is based on the Family Group 

Conferencin~Cornmunity Conferencing model. Planning for the Community Group 

Conferencing Group began in July 1997, with support from a wide range of comrnunity 

members and agencies throughout the process. 

the Crown (post-charge), and from the cornrnunity in general. The Society also works closely 
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with the schools on a pilot basis to deal with conflict within the school and is currentiy 

developing a 'mentoring" project to assist young people with completion of their agreements 

and reintegration into the community. The Dawson Community Group Conferencing Program 

employs one part-time coordinator and trained volunteers facilitate cases. 

Dawson City RCMP members and Divisional representatives have been involved in al1 aspects 

from development to implementation of this project. Dawson City Detachment is the main 

referral source for this project and members are trained as facilitators. 

Dene Keh Justice Project; Watson Lake/Upper Liard, Yukon (Liard First Nation) 

The Dene Keh Justice Project of the Liard First Nation includes pre-charge diversion, post 

charge diversion, sentencing recommendations and a reintepation of offenders program. Al1 

diversions are dealt with using a process based on the Cornrnunity Justice Forum model, with 

Kaska traditions incorporated. This community based project includes a Dene Keh Justice 

Board, made up of elders, adults and youth who consult and advise the Dene Keh workers on a 

number of issues, include which cases to accept and relevant dispositions. A member of the 

Board is present during each CJF and often is an important part of the monitoring and follow-up. 

This project employs a Director of Justice, a Justice Worker, a Courtworker, and a Crime 

Prevention Worker. The RCMP in Watson Lake is a close and integral partner in this project, as 

most cases diverted to the project are through a pre-charge diversion prwess. 

Community Justice Forum Program; Whitehorse, Yukon 
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This is an RCMP based pre-charge diversion project based out of Whitehorse Detachment. 

Facilitators for the CJF project include a range of RCMP members and volunteer community 

members. Coordination and follow-up is done through the Detachment, by an in-house 

coordinator. 

Kwanlin Dunn Social Justice Committee; Whitehorse, Yukon (Kwanlin Dun Firsl Nation) 

The Kwanlin Dunn Social Justice Project includes a circle court (client intake, assessment, 

treatment, support and monitoring) as well as offender and victim services; counseling, healing 

circles, conflict resolution and mediation. Circle court is a process that surrounds the sentencing 

of individual offenders and does not involve a pre-charge or post-charge diversion at this time; 

however there are efforts to establish pre-chargel alternative measures programs within the 

community. 

This project employs a Director, an Adult Justice Worker, a Victim Service Worker, a half time 

Crime Prevention Worker and a Youth Worker who is seconded from the Yukon Department of 

Health and Social Services. 

Southern Lakes Justice Committee (SUC); Carcrass, Yukon 

The SUC was established in 1992 and consists of a circle court system to which both adult and 

juvenile offenders make application. The SUC has 6 volunteer members and employs one part- 

time justice coordinator. Members of the Carcross Detachment work closely with the SUC 

and are involved in most aspects of the project. The SLJC now accepts both pre and p s t  

charge diversions. 
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Teslin Peacemakers Court; Teslin, Yukon (Teslin Tlingit Council) 

The objectives of the Teslin Peacemakers Court are to restore a traditional approach to justice, 

cornbined with contemporary fonns of justice, to restore the elders as educators of traditional 

law and to adopt healing and reparation suategies in dealing with offenders and victims. 

Proiocol is in place for both an adult and youth diversion prograrn, both pre-charge and post- 

charge. 

This Court is a two-tiered system involving elders in the community, as well as a Court of Ail 

Clan Leaders, based on clan based traditional dispute resolution process. This project employs 

one Justice Worker. Mernbers of Teslin Detachment work closely with the coordinator to select 

and divert appropriate cases. 

Haines Junction Community Justice Cornmittee; Haines Junction, Yukon 

Both a circle court and a police-based diversion prograrn have been established, and steps have 

been taken to esrablish community mediation services and a Justice of the Peace Court. There 

is one part time CO-ordinator, who also CO-ordinates and edits the Yukon Cornmunity Justice 

Newsletter, "Community Justice Links". The Justice cornmittee consists of three members 

appointed by the Village of Haines Junction and three members appointed by the Champagne 

and Aishik First Nation. Yukon Justice and the Aboriginal Justice Directorate fund this project. 

Members of Haines Junction Detachment work closely with the Justice coordinator and most 

r e i e d s  io ihe coinmittee are an a prezharge basis 



Tan Sakwathan (Skookum Jim's Friendship Centre), Whitehorse, Yukon 

Pre and Post Charge First Nation youth diversion program for urban youth, focusing on 

rebuilding traditional knowledge and family relationships. The youth are diverted and they and 

their families are required to attend an 8 weeks of workshops, which include traditional laws & 

values, traditional parenting, and family communications. A protocol has k e n  signed between 

Whitehorse Detachment and Skookum Jim's Friendship Centre for pre-charge diversion cases. 

Workers from this program are also members of the Whitehorse CJF program's facilitator pool 

and links between these two programs are made. 

Cornmunilies in Development 

Members of the RCMP in the cornmunities of Ross River and Old Crow are working closely 

with the community to develop and implement a community justice project. Both communities 

have identified a coordinator and are working to develop the framework for their referral process 

and work with justice issues. 

In addition, the communities of Carmacks, Mayo and Burwash Landing have also expressed and 

interest in developing restorative justice initiatives and are at various stages of knowledge and 

development. 

It is important that we reflect on these cornmunity progams as the RCMP has expanded with 

these progams, without the requisite review. As we move into further expansion we need to 

harle some ide3 of !he effect these prograns are having en recidivim and c!ient satisfaction. By 

looking at al1 of these programs and closely reviewing a number of them, through t o m  hall 
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meetings and data collection, we should be able to answer some of the questions relating to these 

two important areas of concem. 

Statistics 

Statistically the Yukon has seen a tremendous increase in involvement with community justice 

orgitnizations and in 1999 processed over 115 individuals through this form of pre-charge 

diversion. This number is not truiy representative of the actual nurnber of cases managed as the 

scoring of such cases has not ken  fully captured through the present system, which identifies 

diversion cases as comrnunity justice fomm based programs, without consideration for other 

approved programs. This is king rectified through education of RCMP members and added 

survey codes. 

Sumrnary 

The Yukon is very active in the restorative Justice process and is seen as a leader in Canada in 

active pursuit of alternative manners of deating with Criminal Offences. Communities and the 

courts have embraced restorative justice as a real alternative to mainstream justice and are 

working together to make a difference that is measurable and positive. 



STATISTICAL REVIEW 

Quantitative 

In this project 1 reviewed the types of restorative justice king utilized in the Yukon Temtory. 

Using the two measuring tools most often considered, recidivism and client satisfaction, I will 

make some concrete statements about the success of restorative justice. The statistics gathered 

include: 

a comparison between restorative justice and mainstream justice using statistics from an 

assembly of high risk offenders, using pre and post restorative justice data, 

4 a cornparison between restorative justice and mainstream justice using statistics from an 

assembly of low risk first time offenders, using pre and post restorative justice data, 

an evaluation of restorative justice using data gathered through, client satisfaction 

surveys and interviews 

In ihis section 1 will look at the quantitative data gathered in restorative justice programs in the 

Yukon. 

Methodology 

Criminal Daîa 

In this review 1 have identified a number of offenders who were processed through mainsmam 

justice, restorative justice or in some instances both foms of justice and in using the collected 

data identified some interesting sirnilarities and also some anomalies. 1 have also compared the 

statistics with those identified through a random sampiing oipanicipanis that were processed 

through mainstream justice process. 
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Tan Sakwathan (Skookum Jim's Friendship Centre), 
Whitehorse, Yukon 

This pre and post charge youth diversion program for urban youth, focuses on rebuilding 

uaditional knowledge and family relationships. The "youth only" diversion propam requires 

participants to attend an 8 week session of workshops, in which they l e m  and become involved 

in traditional laws & values, traditional parenting, and family communications. In the data 

collected in this case 1 refer to cases where the offender was not involved fomally with the 

police pnor to their involvement in restorative justice. Although not involved formally with the 

police there were occasions where the offenders in these cases were involved on an informal 

basis. In the data collected we can see that the nanes have been replaced with first and last 

name, initials only. 

The following identifies the statisticai surnmary of the date collected with the full report found 

attached as Appendix "E". 

This participant group, numbering sixty-six, constituted of young offenders (ags  less than 

eighteen years) and included both male (25), and female (35) offenders. These participants were 

involved in fairly minor offences, and offences consisted of minor property offences and 

including thefts, break and enters or mischief to property (willful damage). None of these 

participants had offences involving violence that resulted to their participation in this diversion 

pngram. 



Results 

Of the sixty-six participants, twenty re-offended following the restorative justice process. This 

33% re-offending rate is very low when compared with the 62% found in the random sampling 

of the same number of offenders who were involved with the law within one year of king dealt 

with by the mainstream criminal justice system. There was little difference between the male and 

female participants, 31% and 294, respectfully. There has been an increase in the re-offending 

rates of these participants, when the period between program involvement and the review is 

extended. However, this is seen in al1 justice systems and is a reality of the lengthening of any 
- .  . 

review. The concern with this type of statistical review is that there are many variables that can 

influence the data. The offenders processed through restorative justice are not compared directly 

to participants in mainstream justice and as a result leaves the results skewed. The process used 

to analyze the success of the program, in restorative justice often looks at the recidivism and 

compares it to the typical recidivism rate found in mainstream justice systems. The difficuày in 

this is that neither control goup is actually controlled and the participants may or may not be 

random. An example is found in some programs where ihere are basic requirements set that 

identify only first offenders as king eligible. In this panicular program there was no such 

requirement, however, there rnay have been a preconceived ideas about what persons are 

considered for the program, by those selecting or recommending participants. 



Kwanlin Dunn Social Justice Cornmittee; 

Whitehorse, Yukon (Kwanlin Dun First Nation) 

The Kwanlin Dunn Social Justice Project inchdes a circle coun (client intake, assessment, 

treatment, support and monitoring) as well as offender and victim services; counseling, heaiing 

circles, conflict resolution and mediation. In the cases that 1 will refer to, there were 69 cases 

that were involved in a circle coun process. In each instance they were identified and 

recomrnended by a presiding judge following a coun appearance. ( Judge Barry Stuart, Yukon 

Court) 

The cases comprise of adult and young offenders who had extensive criminal histories in the 

five years preceding their restorative justice involvement. Each of these cases was heard 

between 1992 and 1995 and 1 have compared the extensive adult criminal record before their 

involvement against their cnminal records in the five years following restorative justice. The 

interesting part of these cases is that they involved high-risk offenders who, for the most part, 

were well into their adult criminal life. Often it can be found that crirninal activity begins in the 

mid teens and ends in the early twenties. In these cases the crirninal activity being described 

involved adult offenders, of which only 11 were under the age of 25 years. It is felt that this 

review will identify whether we can see success in repeat offenders and also will uy and 

measure success in different manner, seriousness of post restorative justice offences, dong with 

recidivism rates. When we consider that each of these cases saw a 100% recidivism rate in their 

five years before restorative justice, then the results in this instance could be an imponant 

consideration for the appropnateness of such individuals. 1 have attached the full statistical 



review as Appendix "F". 

Results 

Of the sixty-nine participants, forty-six re-offended following the restorative justice process, 

over the five years following their participation. This 66% re-offending rate is comparable IO the 

rates noted for offenders, identified randomly, involved with the law within one year of king 

dealt with by Our mainstream criminal justice system. However, the results show 28 re-offended 

in the first year - a 40% re-offending rate, This is much lower than the average for mainstream 

justice, given that the high nsk offenders had a dramatic decrease in the re-offending rate and 

that these offenders are extremely high risk, based on their record, such a change in cnminal 

aciivity is notable. In these cases, the more important data to be analyzed is that of the 

seriousness and raw number of post offences in cornparison to the pre-program offences. 

Of the participants in this group only ten were age 25 years or lower when permitted to enter the 

restorative justice process. This is a significani fact as the high-risk activity has progressed well 

beyond the juvenile level often seen in young crirninals. The data show that the offenders 

committed a combined 1358 criminal offences, for which they were charged, in the ten years 

preceding participation. Of these 1358 charges, 672 were indictable offences(more senous) and 

rinother 686 were surnrnary conviction offences(often less serious). The offences for which they 

were charged, when appearing in the pmess, totaIed 468 with the division between indictable 

and surnrnary conviction king 231 and 227 respctively. When combining the pre and on-date 

process charges a total of 1826 offences were committed. 



By comparison, the five IO nine years following iheir participation the same 69 participants were 

charged with a total of 230 offences, with the division of indictable and summary offences king 

77 and 153 respectively. The change in recidivism rate is significant, since each of these 

offenders are hi@ risk and long tem repeat offenders. The dramatic decrease in criminal 

activity of these high rate offenders and the real reduction in the types of crime king committed. 

based on indictable venus summary offences, is identified as a real success in the program. 

In reviewing the statistics for the years pre and post restorative justice, three offenders were 

charged at the same or geater rate in the post program sratistics. Onty two other pariicipants re- 

offended at 50% of their previous rate. The fact that of 69 participants, 64 offenders reduced 

rheir criminal activity by more than 50% is substantial and remarkable. Cornparison of the 

activities of these offenders over an extended period before and after provides an opportunity we 

seldom have. Ii is also very important that we consider the fact ihat these participants were 

chosen by the same court that norrnally would process them, and were chosen without regard for 

their previous criminal activity. 

Dawson Community Group Conferencing; Dawson City, Yukon 
Community Justice Forum Program; Whitehorse, Yukon 
Sou thern Lakes Justice Committee; Carcross, Yukon 
Teslin Peacemakers Court; Teslin, Yukon (Teslin Tlingit Ccuncil) 
Haines Junction Comrnunity Justice Committee; Haines Junction, Yukon 

These p r o e s  produced a number of participants that were involved in the committees noted 

above. These committees are primarily involved in circle, or comrnunity healing progrms and 

include c!ient irit&e, ussessmem, support rnd monitoring, offender and victirn services, coflict 

resolution and mediation. In the cases 1 refer there were 81 cases that were involved in a 
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circle/conferencing pnicess. 

The cases comprise of adult and young offenders who had low to moderate extensive criminal 

histories in the five years preceding their restorative justice involvement. Each of these cases 

was heard between 1992 and 1999 and I will compare the five-year criminal record before their 

involvement against their criminal records in the five years (where available) folbwing 

restorative justice. The interesting part of these cases is that they involved moderate to high-risk 

offenders who often were well into their adult criminal life. Often it can be found that criminal 

activity begins in the mid teens and ends in the early twenties. In these cases the criminal activity 

k i n g  described involved primarily adult offenders, and only 4 young offenders when processed. 

It is feli ihat this review, along with the resuhs from the previous data analysis, may identify 

whether we can see success in repeai offenders. 1 have attached the full statistical review as 

Appendix "G".(Judge B q  Stuart, Yukon Court) 

Results 

Of the eighty-one participants, thirty-seven re-offended, over the five years following their 

participation. This 45% re-offending rate is a notable move from thai noted in other Statistics 

ideniified randomly in resemh. The normal post charge offender rate in the five years following 

a criminal charge is 62%. When we consider the difference we can see that based on raw 

recidivism restorative justice in these progarns had a much greater success. We must consider 

that the high-risk offenders saw a drarnatic decrease in the re-offending rate and that based on 

their criminai record, such a change in criminal activity is notable. In these cases the more 

important data io be analyzed is that of the seriousness and raw number of p s t  offences in 

cornparison to the pre-program offences. 
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The offenders cornrnitted a combined 324 criminal offences, for which they were charged, in the 

five years preceding participation. Of ihese 324 charges 129 were indictable offences and 

another 195 were summary conviction offences. The offences for which they were charged when 

appearing in the process totaled 177 with the division between indictable and surnrnary 

conviction king 95 and 79 respectively. M e n  combining the pre and on-date process charges 

we see a total of 501 offences being commiited. By cornparison, the fwe years following their 

participation the same 81 participants were charged with a total of 173 offences, with the 

division of indictable and surnrnary offences king 52 and 121 respectively. The recidivism rate 

overall is significant, since each of these offenders are moderate to high nsk and for the most 

part are long term repeat offenders. 

There has been a dramatic decrease in criminal activity and a real reduction in the types of crime 

being comrnitted, based on indictable versus summary offences - in itself a real success in the 

program. Only two other participants re-offended at 50% of their previous rate. The fact that of 

69 participants 64 offenders reduced their criminal activity by more than 50% is substantial and 

remarkable. The fact that we are able to look at the majonty of these offenders over a ten-year 

pend  comparing their activities for five years before and after is an opponunity we seldom 

have. It is also very important that we consider that these participants were chosen by the sarne 

court that normally would process them and were chosen without regard for their previous 

criminal activity. 



Summary 

in the Tan Sakwathon program we can see the traditional set of measurements for restorative 

justice being used. The participants were ver- low nsk offenders wjth ljmited involvement with 

the police or the mainsueam justice system. This group has been identified in previous reviews 

as the typical low risk offender that would be successful in a restorative justice program. 

in contrast the other two reviews identified moderate and hi&-risk offenders who were involved 

in high criminal activity before their restorative justice opportunity. Seldom has it been 

considered appropnate that these types or level of offender be considered for a restorative justice 

process, based solely on their previous record. In this instance we can see that the results of 

involving these offenders can have the same effect as Our first time offenders, in raw recidivism 

rate reduction and furthemore that we could see a dramatic decrease in criminal activity to the 

extent of cnminal activity. In reviewing the statistics for the years pre and post restorative 

justice we can see that few offenders were charged at the samc or pater  rate in the post 

program staiistics. 

Qualitative 

In this project I reviewed the types of restorative justice in the Yukon Temtory utilizing the two 

measuring tools most often considered - recidivism and client satisfaction. Some concrete 

statements about the success of restorative justice are made below. They have been gathered 

through: 

a cornparison between restorative justice and mainstrearn justice using statistics from an 



assembly of high risk offenders, using pre and post restorative justice data, 

a comparison between restorative justice and rnainstream justice using statistics from an 

assem'bly of low risk first time offenders, using pre and post restorative justice daia, 

an evaluation of restorative justice using data gathered through client satisfaction 

surveys and interviews 

In this section 1 will look at the client satisfaction results based on interviews conducted with 

victims and offenders. 

Met hodology 

Survey Questionnaires 

In my review, 1 sent questionnaires to al1 of the Yukon projects asking that coordinators or 

police officers have them completed by participants in their local restorative justice process. In 

this review there were a limited nurnber of responses, less than expected - fony-two 

questionnaires were completed and returned fur analysis. 

Questionnaire 

The questionnaire was developed in an attempt to measure the basic satisfaction of the 

restorative justice system and to measure any comparison between restorative and mainstream 

justice. The questionnaires completed were done so anonymously and received from the RCMP 

Detachments or in sorne cases directly from the coordinator of the program involved. 

The qüestioïinairc utilized is rittached ris Appendix '73''. 



The responses received were not as high as 1 had expected, however they were very complete 

and thorough. The results as received frorn the completed questionnaires are as foilows: 

What was your initial relationship with the complaint? 

Cornplainant 
Victim 
VictimlComplainant 
Witness 
Suspect 
Other (write in below) 

Who was your initial complaint made to? 

Police 
Justice Cornmittee 
Other (write in below) 

How was your initial contact made? 

By telephone 
ln person 
By mail 
Other 

When you were in first contact with a representative of the restorative justice program, 
what was the main thing you expected them to do? (CHECK AS MANY AS 
NECESSARY) 

Listen to my problem 8 
Give advice or information 2 
Record information or details 26 
Solve the problem 17 
Deal with the offender 3 1 
Nuthing 
Other 

What was actually done? (CHECK AS M A N ï  AS NECESSARY)) 

Ljsten to my problem 
Give advice or information 
Record information or details 
Solve the problem 



Deal with the offender 35 
Nothing 3 
Other (write in below) 

6 Thinking back to that first contact, how well would you Say that your main expectaiions 
were met? (CHECK ONE) 

Entirely 
To a large extent 
To a small extent 
Noi a i  al1 
Can't remember/Dont know 

7 Have you been involved with the coudjustice system in the past? 

Yes 
No(go to 10) 

8 Compared with your previous coudjustice expenence, were you satisfied with the time 
it took for the restorative justice program to act on your complaint? 

Satisfied 
Dissatisfied 

9 Did you feel that restorative justice satisfied your personal nceds more than court/justice 
system has in your past dedings? (CHECK ONE) 

Much more satisfied 
Somewhat more satisfied 
No difference 
Somewhat less satisfied 
Much less satisfied 
Other (write in below) 

10 How do you feel yow complaint was dealt with through Restorative Justice? (CHECK 
ONE) 

 ver^ P d  30 
G d  8 
Less than satisfied 4 
Other (wnte in below) 

11 Do you feel those involved in the restorative justice pmcess were helpful in coming to 
some cmclusim? 

Yes 



No 
Can't nmemberldon't know 

12 What is your rcsponse to the amount of time that was needed before you were contacted 
by a restorative justice representative(po1ice or CO-ordinator)? 

Timely 
Too long 
Sooner than expected 
Longer than expected 
Other (write in below) 

13 Overall were you sntisfied with the time that it took for restorative justice to deal with 
your case? 

Satisfied 
Dissatisfied 

14 After your initial contact, do you think that there was sufficient effort placed on solving 
your problem or dealing with your concern? (CHECK ONE) 

Sufficient effort 
Insufficient effort 
No effort at al1 
Can't remember/Don't know 

15 Since your initial contact, has someone let you know what has happened? 

Yes 
No 

16 How would you descnbe the restorative justice representatives who dealt with you? 
(CHECK ONE) 

Very good 
Fairl y good 
L s s  than acceptable 
Poor 
Can't remember/Don't know 

17 Dunng your first contact with the restorative justice representatives, how would you best 
describe your feelings? (CHECK ONE) 

Upset 34 



A n w  
Frigh tened 
Normal or unaffected 
Other (write in) 

18 After your contact with restorative justice representative(s) how did you feel toward 
justice in general? (CHECK ONE) 

More favourable 
No difference 
Less favourable 
Unsure/Don't know 

19 After this contact, do you rhink there is anything the restorative justice program ought to 
do to improve the service? (CHECK ONE) 

Yes 
No (GO TO #22) 

20 What do you think restorative justice should do to improve their service to the 
community? (CHECK ONE) 

Faster response 
Better accessibility 
Keep people informed 
Have a more sympathetic manner 
Be more polite 
Other (Write in) 

21 In general, how would you rate the work you think restorative justice is doing in your 
community? (CHECK ONE) 

Very good 17 
Good 5 
Fairly gooà 5 
Very poor 
No opinion/Donft know 

22 in general, how would you rate the work that the restorative justice program did with 
ÿour case? (CHECK ONE) 



From these resuits we can see that overall satisfaction on the restorative justice system was high, 

which is in itself a very important factor. As important, is that the satisfaction when compared to 

previous experience in the mainsueam justice system was also notable. In reviewing the 

responses of those who completed the questionnaires we can make some firm assertions, as 

follows: 

Question 6 

Thinking back to that first contact, how well would you Say that your main expectations were 
met? 
83% felt there expectations were met entirely or to a large extent. 

Question 8 

Compared with your previous courtljustice experience, were you satisfied with the time it took 
for the restontive justice program to act on your complaint? 

92% of those previously involved in the court process, felt satisfied with the time the process 
took to act on the complaint. 

Question 9 

Did you feel that restorative justice satisfied your personal needs more than courtljuslice system 
has in your past dealings? 

75% of those previously involved in the court process, felt that the restorative justice pmess 
satisfied their personal needs in cornparison to mainstream justice. 

Question 13 

Overail were you satisfied with the time that it took for restorative justice to deal with your 
case? 

47% felt satisfied with the time the process took to act on the complaint. 



Question 18 

After your contact with restorative justice representative(s) how did you feel toward justice in 

general? 

42% felt more favourable to toward justice in general, and another 52% felt no different than 
ihey did before the involvement. 

Question 19 

After this contact, do you think there is anything the resiorative justice program ought to do to 
improve the service? 

73% felt there were improvements to be made to the restorative justice system. 

Question 20 

What do you think restorative justice should do io improve their service to the comrnunity? 

The general consensus of those responding was thrit the response time frorn restorative justice 
needs improvement. 

Summary 

The overall satisfaction in restorative justice was noted to be high. When we consider the 

responses we can see that there is a strong satisfaction rate, although there are issues with the 

timeliness of the program. In the questions surrounding basic satisfaction we can see chat the 

outcome questions indicate a strong belief in restorative justice and that the process followed 

may be lacking, ie. timeliness, while the content and result may not. 

We can and do see in the responses a very real concern raised in the ability of any system to deal 

with crime, and justice in a rnanner that recognizer the needc cf the ~ictim venus thal of the 

offender. Restorative justice may not be notably different in the earlier stages, as there is still an 
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emphasis on the offender as the police and the justice workers try and prepare the case for the 

process and ensure the integrity of the case that is presented. 

1 will make a number of recornrnendations that should assist in correcting the process elements 

while identifying the success realized in the other areas. I believe some of the responses seen 

particularly that noted in question 13, may be a result of a longer standing anger toward the 

justice in general and will discuss the involvernent of the victim in the earlier stages, making 

them a pan of the solution from the beginning rather than later. 



Restorative Justice has taken on a new role in the administration of justice in Canada, not 

because it is a new way of disposing justice, but rather because it has taken on a new focus and 

become a philosophy for many organizations, cornmunities, provinces, and police forces. 

In ment  years, people have begun to question the adequacy of justice in Canada. Many 

Canadian cornmunities and justice system professionals are dissatisfied with the way justice is 

conceived and delivered in Canada. Many communiiies are turning to alternatives to adversarial 

justice - the idea of restorative justice. Restorative justice is a philosophy built on the 

comerstone of community healing. Unlike the current adversarial system, which is based on 

punishment, restorative justice encourages dialogue and responsi bili ty for past behaviour, while 

focussing on future problem-solving and offender accountability. Ideally, the victim, the 

offender and the community should be involved in 'making things right' so that al1 parties retum 

to their pre-crime States. Within the philosophy of restorative justice, crime is a violation of one 

person by another, not simply a broken law. (Phil Murray, Commissioner(ret), Royal Canadian 

Moun ted Police) 

When we consider the comments of Commissioner Phi1 Murray we can see that the largest 

police force in Canada has taken restorative justice on as a new philosophy of the way we do 

business. This is not just an option to mainstream justice but a new manner in which we deal 

with crime, crirninals and victims in Canada. 



The mainstream justice system focuses on determining legal guilt and assessing blarne with a 

court system that considers the facts of a case, looking at the determination of blame based on 

the facts and then pursuing punishment for the offender. When we look at this we can see that 

there is no room for the victim in such a production and that the system, as described, is offender 

based and without regard for the victim. When court systems focus on offenders and the crime, 

they do so at the expense of the victim, and not because of the victim. This offender focus 

allows for punishrnent, however does not allow for, and in fact may discourage, the need for 

offenders to take responsibility for their actions. When we look at restorative justice we see that 

the victim is the centrepiece of the process, with the offender taking on responsibility for his or 

her actions without regard for what will happen to them. This acceptance of responsibility is key 

to the success of restorative justice and in fact is the one essential ingredient that is required to 

make restorative justice a success. In mainstream justice we look at a win-lose situation that 

invites offenders to avoid taking responsibility. In restorative justice it is required that offenders 

take responsibility for their actions, thereby making this process more of a win-win process. 

In this project we have seen the manner in which the law has been developed in Canada, the 

evolution of justice and policing in Canada and how we have moved toward restorative justice, 

after many years usine a inainstrearn justice system, as described. When we consider how justice 

and the law was formulated in Canada we can also see how we could become dissatisfied with 

this system, and more importantly how and why we have become more interested in restorative 

justice. The development or law and justice has resulted in a system where the couns arbitrate 

between trained lawyers, representing the interests of others (viciim and offender), while 
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choosing a winner and loser. In considering how our justice system got its beginnings, we can 

also corne to better understand why it fails to meet the expectations of the victim, or the 

community. in looking at the statistics of mainstream justice it is a fact that a vast majority of 

offenders processed through this system, re-offend and are returned to their cells in a timely 

fashion. When we consider this it is plainly obvious that what we really are seeing is a system 

that fails as often as 80% of the time and yet we often measure our success by catching a 

criminai, often one who has cornmitted a crime in the past, thereby rneasuring out success in the 

way we have failed. What is needed is a system that causes an offender to take responsibility and 

work toward reintegration with the victim, thereby allowing for an acceptance of responsibility 

for their actions and then restoration to a pre-crime status. It was in this need for change, and the 

failure of our mainstream system that a system has been rejuvenated where it was built on; 

responsibility, victim based, reconciliation and a new focus that sees success in lower recidivism 

rates and increased client satisfaction. 

In this project we have witnessed a dramatic decrease in recidivism rates, arnong both repeat and 

new offenders, while also seeing increased client satisfaction among those polled. When we 

consider the failure of our rnainstream system, these substantial changes via restorative justice 

could make a difference in the future manner in which we deal with offenden and more 

importantly victims. 

Recomrnendations 

Before this projeci 1 had been invoived wiîh the criminai processing of a i q e  number of young 

and first tirne offenders through restorative justice. 1 had seen very positive results in these 
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instances. What 1 had not seen was repeat or high-risk offenders regularly prwessed in 

restorative justice and 1 did not believe that 1 would see success for these offenders. As a result 

of the cases that 1 analysed from the various programs in the Yukon 1 believe there is a real 

difference to be made with high-risk offenders. To ensure we continue to see success in lowering 

of recidivism rates and increased client satisfaction 1 have formulated a nurnber of 

recornmendations that shouid be considered including consideration for the increased processing 

of high risk and repeat offenders through the restorative justice process. 

Training 

The training of facilitators and coordinators of restorative justice programs is essential to its 

success. Having participated in a number of restorative justice conferrals 1 have come to realize 

the importance of training of these key components. The ability to mediate between the two 

parties; identify the power imbalance; operate in a caring and respectfui environment is essential 

to the success of restorative justice. Failure to take care of this ingredient may nsk the process 

itself and jeopardize this opponunity, possibly for the sake of expediency or cost. 

11 is recommended that al1 restorative justice programs have a minimal training 

standard that tests the capacity of the facilitators and coordinators to manage the 

program and pmess. 

Community Education 

Wt netd to er,scre h s t  every community utilizing the restontive justice pmess, has 

presen tations to them identifying the program and why it is an essential ingredient of justice 
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itself, and we must ensure the facts surrounding client satisfaction and recidivism rates are made 

known. There has to be an understanding by the public that restorative justice is not soft on 

crime, often a belief in the community. 

That al1 conununities k ing introduced or presently operating a restorative justice 

program have ample opportunity to become educated about the positive aitributes 

this program brings to justice, crime and the community/victims itself. 

Follow-up 

The community, and indeed the victim and offender, identify that there needs to be a sirong 

follow-up in the system. This is not different from what we see in the mainsiream system as 

often these same people cornpliant hat they are not advised as to the actions taken, and involved, 

when appropriate, in a closure for al1 panies. 

0 That al1 prograrns follow a strict regimen of follow-up to the process, ensuring 

cornpliance and completion of al1 aspects. With this follow-up will corne the 

knowledge that many participants need to better understand and appreciate the 

actions taken. 

To l e m  from a program it is necessary that the restorative justice program implernented be 

assessed to identify dificulties and best practices. This will need to be a collaborative approach 

pngram coordinator, Justice the the police 

involved in the program. 
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An assessment panel is introduced to the program utilizing those parties noted, with 

the sole purpose king the identification of areas of concem, and best practises. 

Participant Briefing 

Having been personally involved in the restorative justice programs, in young offender based 

justice since 1985 and adult based program since 1994, the success of the program is often in the 

communication between the facilitator and participants. This communication begins in 

educating those parties in the manner in which the process will work and what they should 

expect as a result, This should also help alleviate any lack of knowledge identified by some 

participants. 

A briefing package is developed for al1 participants in the restorative justice process. 

That this briefing package becomes a part of any facilitator education program 

developed. 

Applicability of Restorative Justice 

Until recently, the majority of restorative justice programs in Canada have been used at the pre- 

charge stage and pnmarily for property crime offences such as theft, darnage and break and 

enters. There has been a legitimate concem among the police and program coordinators over the 

utilization of the process for the more serious offences involving physical injuries and repeat 

offenders. There is an issue here that we fail to recognize and that is the victim, and it appears 

&3t .te should be considering the victirn before we jump to conclusions regarding the 

appropriaieness of such an introduction. When we look at the results of those high nsk and 
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serious offenders that were processed through restorative justice in the Yukon examples, we cm 

see that the success of the program was cemarkable. As a result those who are involved should 

measure the introduction of such crimes and offenders into restorative justice, rather than by 

bureaucrats who set the guidelines for such program involvement. 

Given the satisfaction rate and recidivi~m success by those involved in restorative 

justice it is ~commend that senous and repeat offenders be given consideration for 

restorative justice involvement. The parties that should determine the opponunity for 

involvement in resrorütive justice should be left to the victim (through apement), 

the offender (acceptance of responsibility) and the community (willingness to 

facilitate, manage and follow the process), and not just the other parties who are 

deemed to be in convol ofjustice. We must make these decisions not in isolation but 

by total inclusion of al1 affecied parties. 

That restorative justice be permitted to enter the mainstream justice at any time that it 

appears the three parties noted agree with such a resolution, and not be limited to pre 

or post charge. 

Referrals 

Flexible guides and guidelines must be developed reguding refends to restorative justice. 

Discretion needs to be monitored to ensure there is an unbiased approach to restorative justice 

and ihat the police, when involvcd, snsure the nccessqt f~llow-up Co the agreement. 



Clear guidelines established to ensure the success of the program being introduced or 

implemented. Identifying the areas of concem raised by those participating in the 

client satisfaction review. The areas of note include follow-up and timeliness and are 

issues that can be managed through appropriate development and implementation of 

guides and guideline documents. 

Affirmations 

We can and have seen that the success of restorative justice is often found in the process, and 

that the result appears to be secondary. When we consider where restorative justice has derived 

its roots, it is apparent that aboriginal culture and the willingness to heal and work together to 

find solutions is essential to positive results. When we consider the successes we can and do see 

in restorative justice, especially when compared to mainstream justice, it is obvious that we must 

continue to move away from retnbution and punishment as the only answer to crime and 

criminality. When our successes are measured by reducing our failure it is akin to identifying 

that 70% of al1 grade seven students repeat the grade, over and over, and looking at the fact that 

we caught their errors as the success. The successes we have seen in the various restorative 

justice programs in the Yukon, and elsewhere, are indicative of where we can go, as cornpared 

to where we have ken,  then we have corne a long way but can yet go a lot further. This isn't 

about taking chances with a system that we are afraid to mess with, as we can look at this system 

as a failure now and take some chances to make things better. 
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APPENDIX "A" 

A Summary of Findings from the First Report:(without modification) 

Seventeen hundred individuals across Canada were uained to conduct CF sessions (up to 

October, 1998). 

67 workshops were held at 48 geographical locations across Canada. 

RCMP collaborated with at least 29 organizations and numerous communities. 

Most respondents (93%) believed that the CJF would be highly effective in improving the 

Canadian Justice System. 

Most respondents (73%) believed in their own cornpetence as vainers (quite a bit or very 

rnuch), and 25% rated it as moderate. 

Most respondents also felt that they had the supewisory or organizational support behind 

them (18% rated it as moderate and 71% as high). 

A total of 30 different types of offences or combination of offences were reported by the 67 

facilitators who had actually conducted CJFs. CJFs were most frequently reponed for theft 

(26%) and assault (21%). The next few major categories of offences dealt with at CJïs were 

Public Mischief (7%), Drugs (6%), Propeny damage and Break & Enter (5%), Sexual Abuse 

(4%) and Harassrnent or Bullying (4%). There were some cases where more than one 

offence, for example, both Break and Enier and Theft, Theft and Fraud, or Break and Enter, 

Property Damage and Public Mischief were committed. CJFs were also used for offenders 

who committed fraud (2%), arson (2%), assault with a weapon (2%), loitering (.4%), 

trespassing, impaired driving, obscene phone calls, breach of probation (.4%) and illegal 

possession of alcohol. Other offences such as threats and intimidation, verbal abuse, 

dangerous operation of a vesse1 and "bumper skinning" were also resolved using the CJF 
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process. 

The majority of those facilitators (79%) who had conducted CJFs indicated that the 

offenders were 19 years-old and under. The most frequendy reported age range for offenders 

panicipating in CJFs appeared to be 14 to 16 years of age (38%), and another 15% were 

between 17 and 19 years old. There were 6 cases (2%) where the offender was over 50 years 

of age and 18 cases (7%) where the offenders were I l  years of age and under. However, it is 

to be noted that the reponed data for the age categories, in several insmces overlapped. The 

reason for this is that many facilitalors had IO guess the age of the offenders, since they had 

not recorded the exact age. 



CF Partici~ants' Views:(without modification) 

The results of rhis sruby, based on responses collecred from a total of 239 CJF participants. 

showed thar the mean ratings for overall satisfaciion as well as leveis ofsatisfaction wirli 

procedural and ourcome faimess were high among al1 participanrs. Almost al1 participants 

reported theyfelt 'quite ' (39% rated it 4 )  or 'very ' (51 % rated 5) satisfied with the CJFs, and 

others felt 'moderate ' level of satisfaction. Eighv-five percent of offenders and 94% of vicrims 

reponed they felr either 'quite' or 'very much' satisfied with the CJF overall. 

Similarly, 96% of ail panicipants indicated fhat they felt the CJF process was 'very ' (5)  

or'quite1(4) fair. I n  spite of zhe generally high level of satisfaction with the CJF process, there 

was a slight indicaiion of perceived undue pressure io artend the CJF on the pan of victims. 

Responses also suggested that before coming ta the CJF, not al1 panicipants had a compietely 

clear and rhorough undersranding of what it involved. However, in spite oftheir imperfeci 

understanding of the process, the major@ of participants had participated in CJFs voluntarily 

(100% of off enders and victims ' supporters, mer 95% of vicrims ' and oflefiders' supporters). 

Resulis for satisfaction with agreement/ourcome were also cunsisrenrly high: 91 % of al1 

punicipunu felt ihar rhe agreement/ourcome was 'quite' or 'very ' fair and mosr panicipanrs 

achowledged thar ihey were given a chance ru provide input into the agreement with no 

pressure from anpne. Ninery -men  percent of victims rated the faimess of the 

agreemenr/ouicome as 'quite' or 'very ' fair while 77% of offenders rared it either 'quite' or 

'very ' fair. These results are sign$cant, panicularly in relarion to victims who ojien report 

feeling frustrated wirh both the process and the outcome of the rradirional coun qstem. Another 

measure of participants' satisfaction with their CJF experience was demonstrared in their 

reported choice between the CJF and the court, gthey had to do it al1 over again. The majority 

ofrhem - 87% ofthe offenders, 93% of the victirns, 95% of offenders' supponers and 93% of 

vicrims' supporters would choose CJFs over the court. 

R ~ l s s  sliüïed ihc?; 98% iifd off~liii~rs indicümi :ha :he CJF h d p d  in :kir undersrandhg of 

the consequences of their acrions and their willingness to take responsibility for rhe same. About 



97% of rheir supporters and everyone in the caregories of victims and their supporters (100%) 

indicated that they felt the offenders undersrood and took responsibility for the consequences 

of ieir  offenses at least to some extenr. The rotal percentage of interviewees who stared thar the 

oflenders had actually complied with the CJF agreement was 84.8%' with other cases sri11 on- 

going. Both offenders and their supponers expected ihar there would be quite a bit (or higher) 

of support for the ofenders from their jamily and fîiends in complying with the agreement. Over 

90% of victims who answered the quesrionnaire indicated ihat rhey would be 'quite' or 'very ' 

willing ro give the offender a second chance. In jacr, some of the victims indicated rhat they 

came to the CJF because rhey wanted rhe ofenders to have a second chance. Vicrims' 

supporters and offenders' supporters were also willing tu give the offenders a second chance 

(ranging from 'moderate' ro 'very much'). Fdowing their participation ir.- CJFsl 97% of 

questionnaire respondenrs reported 'somewhat ' or higher regained sense of control over what 

happens in their community. The major@ of respondenrs in each caregory reported that the CJF 

process gave rhem back 'quite a bir' of conrrol. In this srudy, 88% of victims interviewed 

reponed rhar the CJFs helped 'p i re  a bit' or 'very much' wirh their psychological healing. An 

additional 12% reported that it helped 'moderarely '. The mean response to the question 'Was 

justice done?' was high for ille total group of panicipanrs. Also, both victims' supporters and 

offenders' supponers indicated thar in their view, harmuny was resrored. The data indicated 

tliat the CJFs took place within 1 to 20 weeh (average 5.4 weeks) afier the oflending incident 

occurred. The facilitators' observarions corroborared rhis fact. Responses ro the question about 

the likelihood of the offenders re-ofending showed tliar offenders rhemselves and their 

supporters believed that they were unlikely to offend again, alrhough victims' supporters were a 

litrle less convinced. 

Facilitators' Views on CJFs: 

In-deprh, face-to-face interviews were conducted wirh thirty facilirators in various parts of 

Canada. to discuss a wide range of issues such as the type of communities they worked in 

(triixed su~io-ecot~~»lir'ii I~veIs, uurbirn ilnd mrd, miilri-cthnic), ~ ~ E S E  camlfiunities' receptiviry to 

CJFs (infonned communities were receptive), ihe rypes of cases where CJFs should be applied 



(mostly non-violent crimes), perceived willingness of panicipants to attend CJFs (mostly 

willing) and factors likely to be msociated with agreement-compliance (parental suppon). 

These interview data complement thefindings presented in thefirst report. ln  addition, s w -  

nine CJF facilirators, mostly police officers, filled out questionnaires immediately followirig the 

cornpletion of CJF sessions they had facilitated. to provide us with theirperceptions on specijic 

issues. 



APPENDIX 4CC" 
Rise Results 

that 74% of the victims conferenced received apologies, compared to 11% who went to 

court, an extremely important statistic as ail victims stated they felt an apology was an 

important part of the process and that they felt they should receive an apology. This is a 

sign that the emotional reconciliation with the offender is an extremely imponant part of 

the healing, 

that when apologies were added to matenal reparation, which was ten times more likely 

to occur for conference victims(83%) than for those assigned to coun(8%), and that this 

difference may have been the reason that there was a reduced anger felt by conference 

victims felt towards the offenders(from 60% feeling "quite" or "very" angry before the 

conference to only 30% afterwards). While these victims also felt sympathetic for the 

offenders almost doubling (from 23% to 43%) after victims saw offenders in their family 

and life circumstances during the conference. 

that conferences seem to make victims feel safer than court as only ten per cent of 

victims were still afraid of the offenders after the conference. Victims otrending 

conferences were also less likely to fear thut the ofender would victimise them again 

(6%) than victims whose offenders were sent to court (19%; though this diflerence was 

statistically signijicant only at the 10% level). 

that victims had a better feeling about the future conduct of the offender following a 

conference as victims stated that they felt the offender was less likely to commit further 

crimes(3 1%) than those who participated in the court process(67%). 



APPENDIX '1)" 

Client Satisfaction of Family Group Conferencing 

93% of victims were satisfied with the handling of their case 

94% of offenders were satisfied with the handling of their case 

96% of victims felt prepared for the conference 

0 85% of offenders felt prepared for the conference 

100% of victims felt the facilitator was fair 

98% of offenders felt the offender was fair 

97% of support people felt the facilitator was fair 

95% of victims felt the negotiated agreement was fair 

89% of offenders felt the negotiated agreement was fair 

95% of both victims and offenders were satisfied with the outcome 

94% of the support people were satisfied with the outcorne 

90% of victims felt the offender was adequately held accountable for their actions 

98% of victims would recommend conferencing to others 

99% of support people would recommend conferencing to others 

94% of offenders would recomend conferencing to others 



Name DOB 

APPENDIX "E" 

Program Date Post Record 

ni1 

B E  00-08-16 

Assault - Theft c 99-1 1 

ni1 

ni1 

ni1 

ni1 

theftc 00-04 

uttering threats 99-02 

Theft c 99-9 

Sex 

female 

female 

female 

female 

male 

female 

female 

male 

female 

female 

possession stolen prop 00-08 male 

possession stolen prop 00-08 male 

ni1 female 

ni l female 

mischief 9942 female 

assaul t (3043 male 

theftc 00-06 female 

mischief 00-07 female 

rnischief 00-07 female 

ni1 male 

ni1 female 
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S D 80-09-16 

A B 81-05-25 

P B  85-11-30 

C D  84-09-22 

J B 84-08-22 

J H 84-08-28 

K S 82-06-01 

M L 84-06-29 

R D  85-07-03 

D G 87-09-01 

R G  90-01-11 

A P 80-08-29 

MS unknown 

R M 83-02-08 

T G  82-09-13 

J D 82-07-26 

D C  82-11-02 

A C 80-01-27 

N W 82-06-23 

N S 86-12-04 

D T 86-04-27 

C T 93-O?-04 

May/99 

July199 

Julyl99 

July/99 

Julyi99 

Julyi99 

July199 

Aug199 

lad00 

Janlûû 

Jdoo 

Jan/OO 

Janlûû 

Ma y/OO 

May100 

Maylûû 

Mayfûû 

July/ûû 

Maylûû 

May100 

Ma y/OO 

my!W 

Ma y /O0 

ni1 

impaired 00-OQ 

ni1 

ni l 

ni 1 

ni! 

ni1 

theftc 00-07 

ni1 

ni1 

ni1 

fraud 0141 

ni1 

ACBH 00-09 

TAWOC 00-12 

thefte 00-09 

ni1 

ni1 

ni1 

ni1 

assault 00-1 1 

ni1 

ni1 

E-2 

femaie 

female 

femaie 

male 

male 

female 

female 

male 

male 

male 

male 

female 

male 

female 

femaie 

male 

male 

female 

female 

female 

male 

fernale 

female 



PT 81-12-19 

E K  86-05-30 

R N 85-05-30 

K M  85-08-22 

CS 85-02-04 

C M  84-10-18 

J S 84-12-09 

M M 85-02-!3 

S S 86-08-02 

B Q 86-07-21 

S C  87-10-18 

J C-B 87-02-13 

C K 86-01-03 

B S 86-03-24 

TL  82-09-02 

S S 86-03-25 

C L 82-11-29 

S S 83-06-19 

L C 85-03-01 

S S 84-07-19 

C B 84-06-20 

D H 86-08-13 

female 

female 

male 

female 

male 

female 

female 

male 

male 

male 

male 

female 

female 

female 

male 

male 

female 

female 

female 

male 

female 

female 



ID 
DOB 
Sex 
Sent. 
DAC 
BF 
@)I 
(B)S 
Immed. 

number for identification purposes 
date of birth 
sex of participant 
Sentence date 
date of circle/restorative justice program 
offences before program 
indictable offences before program 
summary conviction offences before prograrn 
number of offences for which offender was k ing  processed when 
involved in program 
number of offences for which offender was k ing  processed when 
involved in program - indictable 
number of offences for which offender was k ing  processed when 
involved in program - summary conviction 
number of offences following prograrn involvement 
number of offences for which offender was processed following 
involvement in program - indictable 
number of offences for which offender was processed following 
involvement in program - surnrnary conviction 
total number of offences for which offender was processed following 
involvement in program 







APPENDIX "G" 
Identifiers: 

n u m k  for identitication purposes 
date of binh 
sex of participant 
Sentence date 
date of circle/restorative justice program 
offences bcfore program 
indictable offences before program 
summary conviction offences bcfore program 
numbcr of offences for which offender was being processed when involved in prograrn 
number of offences for which offender was king processed when involvcd in program - 
indiciable 
number of offences for which offender was king processed when involved in program - 
summary conviction 
number of offences following program involvemcnt 
number of offences for which offender was processed following involvement in program 
- indictable 
number of offences for which offender was processed following involvemen; in program 
- surnmary conviction 
total number of offences for which offender was processed following involvemcnt in 
program 







Restorative Justice Client Survey 

We are conducting an ongoing assessment of the services provided to you dunng your 
interaction with the Restorative Justice/Alternative Measures Program, and your assistance, by 
cornpleting this short questionnaire, is very much appreciated. Your name was selected at 
random €rom al1 the persons who had contact with us on a restorative justice initiative in the 
past 6 months. It will only take about ten minutes of your time. The questionnaire is completely 
anonymous. A copy of the report and ail data collected will be housed at Royal Roads 
University, Victoria, British Columbia. Thank you very much for your help. 

1 What was your initial relationship with the complaint? 

Cornplainant ................................................ [ ] 
Victim ............................................................. [ 1 
VictimlComplainant ........................................ [ 1 
Witness ........................................................ [ ] 

............................................................. Suspect [ 1 
Other (write in below) ..................................... [ 1 

2 Who was your initial complaint made io? (CHECK ONE) 

Police ............................................................. [ ] 
Justice Cornmittee ........................................... [ ] 
Other (write in below) ..................................... [ ] 

3 How was your initial contact made? (CHECK ONE) 

By telephone .................................................... t. 1 
In person .......................................................... [ 1 
By mail ............................................................. [ I 
Other (write in below) ..................................... [ ] 

4 When you were in fint contact with a representative of the restorative justice program, 

what was the main thing you eirpected them to do? (CHECK AS MANY AS FUECESSARY! 



Listen to my problem ....................................... 1 1  
.............................. Give advice or information [ 1 

.......................... Record information or details [ 1 
Solve the problem ............................................ [ ] 

..................................... Deal with the oifender [ 1 
Nothing ............................................................ [ ] 

..................................... Other ( h i e  in below) [ 1 

5 What was actually done? (CHECK AS MANY AS NECESSARY)) 

................................. Listen to my problem ...[ 1 
Give advice or information .................................... [ ] 

................................ Record information or details [ 1 
Solve the problem ................................................ [ 1 
Deal with the offender ........................................... [ 1 

.................................................................. Nothing [ ] 
Other (write in ùelow) ........................................... [ 1 

6 Thinking back to that first contact, how well would you Say that your main expectations 

were met? (CHECK ONE) 

................................................................... Entirely [ 1 
To a large extent .................................................... [ 1 
To a small extent .................................................... [ 1 
Not at al1 ................................................................ [ ] 
Can't remember/l>onlt know .................................. [ ] 

7 Have you been involved with the court/justice system in the pst? 

......................................................................... Yes [ 1 
.......................................................... No(go to 10) [ 1 

8 Compared with your previous courtljustice experience, were you satisfied with 
the time it took for the restorative justice program to act on your complaint? 

Satisfied ................................................................. [ 1 
Dissatisfied ........................................................ [ ] 

9 Did vou ieel that restorative justice satisfied your personal needs more than coudjustice 

system has in your past dealings? (CHECK ONE) 

H-2 



.............................................. Much more satisfied [ 1 
....................................... Somewhat more satisfied [ ] 

......................................................... No difference [ ] 
......................................... Somewhat less satisfied [ ] 

................................................. Much less satisfied [ 1 
........................................... Other (write in below) [ ] 

10 How do you feel your cornplaint was dealt with through Restorative Justice? (CHECK 
ONE) 

Very good ........................................................ [ I 
Good ................................................................ [ 1 

........................................... Less than satisfied [ 1 
..................................... Other (write in below) [ 1 

11 Do you feel those involved in the restorative justice process were helpful in coming to 
some conclusion? 

Yes ................................................................ [ 1 
No .................................................................... [ 1 
Can't rememberldon't know ............................. [ 1 

12 What is your response to the amount of time that was netded ùefore you were contacted 
by a restorative justice representative(po1ice or coordinator)? 

Timel y .............................................................. [ 1 
Too long .......................................................... [ ] 

...................................... Sooner than expected [ ] 
Longer than expected ....................................... [ 1 

.................................... Other (write in below) [ 1 

13 Overall were you satisfied with the time that it took for restorative justice to deal with 
your case? 

Satisfied ........................................................... [ 1 
Dissatistied ...................................................... [ 1 

14 After your initial contact, do you think that there was sufflcient effort placed on solving 
your problem or dealing with your concern? (CHECK ONE) 

............................................ Sufficient effon 1 1  
Insufficient effort ............................................. [ 1 



No effort at al1 ........... ,, . ,, . ... .. . .... . . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . [ ] 
Can't remembedDon't know ............................ [ ] 

15 Since your initial contact. has someone let you know what has happened? 

Yes ...................................................... . [ 1 
No ..........................................,................... [ ] 

16 How would you describe the restorative justice representatives who dealt with you? 
(CHECK ONE) 

Very good ........................................,............. 1 1  
Fair1 y good ...................... .............................. [ ] 
Less than acceptable ........................................ [ 1 
Poor . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . E 1 
Can't remernbernion't know ............................ [ 1 

17 During your first contact with the restorative justice representatives, how would you best 
describe your feelings? (CHECK ONE) 

Upset ..................................................................... [ 1 
Angry ....... . . ... ... . . ... . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . ... . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . I 1 
Frightened ........................................................... ... [ 1 
Normal or unaffected ............................................. [ 1 
Other (write in) ................................................... [ 1 

18 After your contact with restorative justice representative(s) how did you feel toward 
justice in gened? (CHECK ONE) 

More favourable ..... . ... .... .............. ... . ......... . . . . . [ 3 
.No difference .................................................... [ 1 
Less favourable ................................................. [ ] 
UnsurelDon't know ................... .... .. . ...... .... . ... . . . . [ 1 

19 After this contact, do you think there is anything the restorative justice program ought t0 

do to improve ihe service? (CHECK ONE) 

Yes .................................................... ..., ................. [ 1 
No (GO TO #22) ................................................ [ 1 

20 What do p u  think restorative justice should do CO improve their servicc to the 
community? (CHECK ONE) 



....................................................... Faster response [ 1 . . .  Better accessibility ................................................. 1 
Keep people infomed ............................................ [ 1 

.......................... Have a more sympathetic manner [ 1 
Be more polite ........................................................ 1 
Other (Write in) ................................................... [ 1 

21 in general. how would you rate the work you think restorative justice is doing in your 
community? (CHECK ONE) 

Very good ............................................................. [ 1 
Fairlygood ............................................................. [ ] 
Fairl y poor .............................................................. [ 1 
Very poor ...................*........................................... [ 1 

......................................... No opinion/Donlt know [ 1 

22 In general. how would you rate the work that the restorative justice program did with 
your case? (CHECK ONE) 

Very good .............................................................. [ 1 
............................................................. Fairly good [ 1 
.............................................................. Fairl y poor [ 1 

Very poor ............................................................. [ 1 




